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A study to- be conducted on water
drainage problems in the-vieinity of the
old city park was approved by the
Murray Common Council at its regular
meeting last night.
-The study, which was recommended
by the public works committee, was
promised -by John Paster; a'President
who owns property in the area on both
Chestnut and Payne Streets.
'The United States Postal Service
presently has an option on the Parker
property that fronts Chestnut Street.
USPS reportedly is interested in the site
for the location of a new Murray Post
Office but has not committed itself due
to the draininage problem.
Parker has agreed to pay for the
engineering study if it provides a
suitable means of correcting the
drainage problems and if the city
agrees to go ahead with the project. If
the city council disapproves the
drainage project after the engineering
study is completed, the city will be
obligated to pay up to $1,000 of the
engineering fee.
_ Several _Council members expressed
concern about the effect the drainage
project, which encompasses an area
from Chestnut Street south through the
park property to Sharpe Street, would
have on property further downstream.
Another point of concern was the
do A of the ProPose‘idKainOtie 4ke_hen
in the park vicinity which coukl_create
safety hazards, especially to children.
No estimate of the cost of the project
was given but Mayor Melvin Henley did
say- that the purchase of the tile for the
project had previously been approved
and-that most of the•tile ia presently on-
,hand.
Henley said that the city presently
his money in its disaster fund which
would be used to pay for the project.
. The council agreed that after the
engineering study is completed, and
before the council takes final action on
The project, to hold a public hearing so
that all interested citizens could voice
their opinions on the proposal.
MAIN STREET DISCUSSED
Mayor Henley advised the council
that he had received a letter from
Kentucky \Department of Tran-
sportation secretary Calvin Grayson,
-requesting the tity's position on a
previous proposal to four-lane Main
Street.
The project, which was originally
proposed in 1973, would-four-lane Main
Street from 16th Street to 6th Street.
Following a few minutes of discussion
it was suggested that the council
authorize a lett,r be sent to DOT- in- --
dicated that there is still interest in the
project in Murray but that the council
-keg that DOT sisould conduct a 
hearing on the proposal before
proceeding with' the acquisition of
rights-of-way.
Henley told the council that
Grayson's-letter indicated that if there
is no interest in the project locally that
- DOT wished-to -utilize the funds .ear- •
merited for the project elsewhere.
DOG WARDEN APPROVED
Also at- last inght's meeting, the
council approved a memorandum of
agreement with the Calloway County
Fiscal Court that will change the
procedure for"supervising and paying'
the dog warden.
Previously, the dog warden ha
operated under the supervision of
county judge ahd the agreement will
move him under the supervision of the '
Murray police chief.
The agreement, which also must be
approved by the fiscal court, also
r changes the -amount- of -contributions -
the city and the county pay toward the
dog warden.. The city presently '
provides $3,000 annually plust $1,200
toward expenses in addition to paying
for half the dog food used at the pound.
Under the new agreement, the city
will pay $1,500 annually plus all Social
Security 'benefits -and will provide the
See COMMON COUNCIL, -
Page 14, Column I
Volume 99 No. 34
Architect Named For School
The Calloway County School Board
has moved closer in a process that niay
eventually lead to a county middle
- -* -
The school boarit in a Thursday
evening session, voted to contract with
Gingles and Harms architects of Nash-
ville for work on the proposed middle
school at a rate of five percent of the
total construction fee not to exceed
887,500.
School board members talked about
what Jack Rose, school superintendent,
called "some preliminary ideas" in the
session. "We're trying to put in enough
classrooms for the seventh and eighth
grades.. .The IA (industrial arts) room
is in," he said. School board members
said they opted for a middle school gym
floor of regulation size seating about
600.
Preliminary middle school proposals
also call for three special ,education
classrooms, 20 academic rooms, one
music room and either one or two multi-
purpose rooms.
School board members also talked
aboutkitcheh ficilities in the school vs.
satellite feeding (carry-in from another
location). Board members decided to
look at other systems that use the
satellite feeding concept before settling
on either cafeteria or carry-in feeding.
Rose suggested that should the school
have a cafeteria, part of the area could
be cloied off most of the school day and
be used as a commons area.
Kentucky Department of Education
has approved bonding for the middle
school up to $1.75-million, according to
Rose. _ -
Upcoming steps for building the
school call for submission of a "BGI
form" to the state department in-
dicating what is planned. Rose-said bids
on the building, which will house
seventh and eighth grade students, will
come "at the very earliest in the
summer."
In other action, Rose and other area
school superintendents are expected to
meet today with Clyde Caudill an aide
to Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll to
talk about the bonus units controversy.
"Governor Carroll has pumped a
tremendous amount of money into
elementary and secondary _education
and he should be commended for it,"
Rose told board members at one point.
But he explained, "It is obvious there
his been a failure to communicate
about what the governor's budge has
in it. The impression is left with the
public that school board will have more
money."
(Carroll, in his proposed budget now
before-The Legislature, has called for
elimination of bonus unit funding, or
money school systems get for
vocational education and special
educaticui. Calloway County School
System would lose $109,000 should the
units be eliminated. Other new funds
would make up some of the loss, but not
Bill Would Revamp
Fire, Building Codes
• FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The
Kentucky House has approved
legislation that gained added
significance following the Beverly Hills






The _measure, which passed the
flouse Thursday and now goes to .the
Senate, is designed to revamp the
state's fire and building codes so as to
help prevent such tragedies as
occurred at Southgate, Ky.
House Bill 44 adds statutory status to
a new state Department for Buildings,
Housing and Construction and to an 18-
member policy-making board. In ad-
dition, the new department will include
the state fire marShal'S office, which
already has bean transferred out of the.
- Department of Insurance by executive,
order of Gov. Julian Carroll.
Similar legislation died in the 1976
I kgislature,
- If approved by both houses, buildings
'constructed in Kentucky will require
inspection and --appreiVaT -the
depertfierit-whicir- is charged. with
'
developing a uniform building code
within a year.
The House approved the measure 65-
21.
TbeSenate, meantime, recommitted
a bill that would create the -office of
chief state medical officer to com-
.rnittee after problems with the measure
surfaced.
The bill originally called for Creation
of the office of surgeon-general, but
that was amended to avoid concerns
peculiar to tobacco-producing states
because of the U. S. Surgeon-General's
health warning on Cigarette packs._
But even with the 'amendment, the
upper chamber was hesitant about the
measure and agreed to send it to the
Health and Welfare Committee.
' The Senate passed a bill aimed at
eliminating the jeopardy of counties'
eligibility for federal flood insurance
that resulted from the state Su me
Court's decision last year striking wn.
the Home Rule . Act; which gave
. counties the power to enact law, in-
eluding flood management programs
necessary for federal eligibility.
Also Thursday, representatives of
elderly citizens' groups and electric
companies told a Senate committee
that the elderlyzeed help to meet rising
utility costs, but they differed-ail:Fe-
--method, -
••• •
all of 'it, Rose said in aft earlier in-
terview.)
One 'board member Ferrell
cautioned Rose about a _,posaihle
negative impact of his statements.
"I'm concerned about the impact of
superintendents' and school boards'
statements will have later on board-
teacher relations," Miller said.
, "Um upset, not that he gave the
teachers salary increases, but that he
didn't cover the whole program. I don't
think he realited the impact this would
have across the state," Rose said.
School board members also Thursda
night:
- Increased the mileage reim-
bursement rate from 14 cents per mile
to 16 cents to comply with Kentucky
Department of education increases,.
- Accepted personnel recom-
mendations for teaching positions and
substitute positions,-
- Went into executive session








SPEECH WELL RECEIVED — A speech by A. W. Simmons, Jr., (Center) at a mid morning coffee hosted by the
Calloway County Public Library this morning, was well-received by local officials. Among the officials present were,
clockwise from left, library board members Ronnie Jackson and Max Hurt, Simmons, city councilman Marshall
Jones, and library board member A. H. Kopperud
Photo By Jennie I. Gordon
Banker Issues Challenge For
The Future To Local Officials
EDITOR'S NOTE: A group of local
city and county officials responded
warmly and enthusiastically to a
speech given this -morning - by A.. W.
ingnons, executive vice-president of
the Bank of Murray.
+, The ovassion for the speech, which
covers almost every facet of Murray
and Calloway County, was 'a coffee
given for elected ci,and county of-
ficeak  the. stall of the CAllowaY
County Public Library.
[ Simmons' rerriarks, which follow,
should prove interesting to every
etiitee- of Calloway 'County and his
suggestions4re well worth-pursuing by
local officials.) -- -
A Speech Given By
SIMMONS, JR.
February 10, 1978
"In collecting my thoughts, I ran
across a brochure of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce which I decided
to use as an outline for my remarks.
The cover of the brochure should
suggest to us our past in that it is the
Confederate-Soldier monument which
stands in The northeast corner of the
county court house lawn. Because of the
rapid growth we have experienced, this,
statue reminds me of our heritage,
which in landmarks around town are
rapidly disappearing.
"For example, in the calendar year
you will see the old Mason Hospital
Building and the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic building destroyed or converted,
-thus-clearing all landmarks that have
played such an important part of the
medical history. of this city and county
kir -the past fifty years. Therefore, I
encourage --you - to -be conscious of
preservation when yo.u.aredealirig_with
such landmarks Si the railroad station,
Wrather Hall, Court House, etc. -
----"I would also challenge you to con-
tact the Kentucky Arta Commission and
seek their help in upgrading 'the court
square properties in a manner that
would attract shoppers and tourists.
This, has been done successfully in
Danville, Bowling Green, and
Russellville. At no cost to the city, this
commission can utilize their
professional staff in doing drawings of
the area which would suggest how the
properties could appear. Local
financial institutions would then make
loans available foe- store owners to
complete these improvements.
"We must all become aware of sight
pollution, By.-this, I suggest that we
often look at the same thing day after
day until we don't notice the blight. For
example, there are boarded-up win-
dows on buildings facing the court
square, obscene paintings also appear
on buildings downtown. In the stmuner
- weeds Often take over on the sidewalks
and. the area 'around the. municipal
parking lot is often covered with trash
and 'broken bottles.
"There are laws on the books which
deal Kvirfth inunowed vacant-lots, alley
_mays, burned-out .buildings, - and -
abandoned buildings. In your position if
you do not enforce these laws, then you
are contributing to sight pollution-So
what I am saytng is, an ounce of
prevention is worth a potind of cure
"The second page of the brochure is a
'picture of the university. Immediately.
I think of improved town-university
relations. More open meetings, more
long range planning, and more general
support on both sides of the fence.
"The university is, without question,
Murray's largest industry. In its
continued growth and expansion, the
city should demand a quality of ex-
cellence. By the same token, the city
and county should be open-Minded with
enough foresight as to not stand in the
way of progress. Because of the
See BANKER ISSUES, -
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Lowell Atchley has a new
today's issue, See rage 5 ford
increasing
cloudiness
Patchy fog and quite hazy tht,
morning. Otherwise, partly
sunny and cold today. Highs in
the low to mid 30s. Increasir;.
cloudiness and not quite as toid
tonight. Lows generally 15 to 25
Cloudy with a chance of snow
late in the day Aaturday. Highs to
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MAYFIELD - Voters in Graves
Coihity have overwhelthingly rejected
a school consolidation tax question that
would have- eventually led to two high
schools instead of the present six. -
The final vote was 4,635 to 1.541
against the measure.
Six high schools in the county are
Symsonia, Lowes, Farmington,
Sedalia, Wingo and-Fancy Farm. The
measure, had it passed, would have led
to the continuation of the schools for
grades 1 through 8. Cuba High cor-.
solidated with Sedalia High last fall
Cuba now has grades 1-8.
Graves County Board of Education
proposed a tax to finance a, bond issue
of 411-million, planning the new hirh
schools with the money, one on the
north end of the county and another on
tbesouth side.
- •
Voters in the county rejected a tax to
finance consolidation in 1974, but by
only 46 votes:- - - ••• •
This year's turnout came With a
lingering snow on the ground. The issue
often became heated, according to
public reports. Separate groups worked
both for and against the measure.
Mayfield his an independent schoTI
SyStem.
As proposed, each new school would
have-had about 900 students, offering a
complete range of programs Kentucky
Department of Fducation recom-
mends.
The tax proposal also called for
creating football teams and bands for
the schools. The levy was no more than
382 cents for each $100 of property
evaluation.
Murray High Band Places
38 On All-District Unit
In- competitive auditions held
Thursday at Lone Oak High School, 38
members of the Murray High School
Band won places in the All-District
Band according to MHS director ,Joe
Sills.
The All-District Band is composed of
90 of the first district's best young
musicians, Sills said. The students
auditioning for the band came from 14
area schools.
"Murray usually has a'• large per-
centage of the members of the band but
thiis an unprecendented 42 percent of
the membership," Sills said.
The band will rehearse Friday and
Saturday of next week under the
direction of Dr. Sydney McKay of
Memphis State University. The band
will present a concert Saturday, Feb. 18 _
at Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State campus at 7:30 p.m.
Murray High-band members selected
to the All-District Band are: Leslie
Grogan, Allison Wallace, Sharon
Bodgett, Jaina Washer; Dana Man-
sfield, Mary Ann Roberts, Deena
Dailey, Amy Noffsinger, Nancy Kieson,
Carol Montgomery.
- Jon Noffsinger,'James Morris, -Steve
Gough, Charles Shaeffer, Marilyn
Howard, Ben Moore, Paul Kieson, Lin
Johnson, Sharon Outland, Shari
Crafton, Samar Mahfoud, Malt Burke,
Kent Eversmeyer, Kayne Beasley, •
Gina Jones, Doug, Crofton, Chuck__
Wilson, Doug Moore,•Ricky Smith, Jeff
Blodgett, Dean Hainsvi•orth, Dwaine .
Hampton, Mike Sykes, .Tames
Harrison, Robert JOhnson, _ David
Jones, Kevin Allbritten and Joey Rose.
Reports Made To
City Board Members
"'Murray School Board members
heard a number of reports on current
education topics, when the city school
administrative body met Thursday.
Accordkg to minutes from the
session, board members heard a report
from- Margaret Franklin and Mary
Ryan on a potential physical education
prograni in .elementary schools. One
school board member, Melissa Eastey
reported. onsP a recent leacher-board,
forum meeting and on a._ human
relations committee meeting.
Murray Independent School Board
^
Chairman Don Henry told school board
members about a recent Kentucky
School Board Association meeting in
Louisville.
And, according to the minutes.
superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey
reported on the recent facilities surN:ey
report. -
Substitute teachers hired during the
session included Ch%ryl Thomas Cope,
Peggy Gravel, Karen ,Crilk. John
Wilson, Wanda Summer and Jennifer
'ann. •
The city salmi board Will meet Again
Feb. 23, •
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By Abigail Van Buren
Speaks Up for The -
Hard of Hearing
DEAR ABBY: I notice that you commend restaurants
that provide their blind customers with menus in braille.
Will you plea.do a little favor for those of us who are
hard of hearing or partially deaf:
Suggest that some enterprising novelty or gif
manufacturer makeup large, easy-to-read buttons that we ,
can wear on our coats ,and dresses reading is follows:
PLEASE SPEAK UP—I'M BARD OF HEARWIG. 1 for
one would be glad to buy one and wear it.
I am so tired of having to ask people who mumble to
please repeat what they have said. I'll bet those :'Speak
up" buttons would sell like hotcakes!
HARD OF HEARING.
• DEAR HARD: Od'dly enot1Oh, many people who have a
bearing disability are so self-conscious about it, they refuse
to wear even the most inconspicuous hearing aid. But to
your suggestion, I say, "Hear! Hear!" Such buttons would
be a blessing for 'those who want them.
DEAR ABBY: Please print this. in response ,to JUST
PLAIN JEALOUS, who resents her husband's taking
business trips with an attractive young female co-worker.
Dear Just Plain Jealous: I am a professional woman. The
'fact that 1 tril young and attractive should-be in my favor,
but it isn't. It's just the opposite. I'm tired of hearing those
"what will my wife think" comments from men who refuse
to travel with me, and the snide remarks made about men
who do.
Believe me, I am not interested in seducing your
husband. I'm just trying to do my job, and it's women like
you who make it very difficult. Your insecurities are
--Yert.iit. problem please -don't make-then —
It'a-not fair for-attractive professional women ic4 be held ,
back by men with jealous wives, so next time you kick up a
fuss because your husband has an out-of-town assignment




DEAR PRO. You make a good pen.--Youth and beauty
are not always advantages to a professional woman..
Thesore sometimes handle/4pr 
-DEAR ABBY: A friend telephoned and invited me and
my husband to her home fora dinner party. I asked very
politely. "Who else have you invited?"
She replied, "Youll find out when you get here."
Do you think my question was out of line? And how
about her* answer? • •
. JUST ASKING
DEAR JUST: Yu asked because you wanted,to know.
Nothing wrsing with that. And she resented your question
and refused to answer it. Nothing wrong with that eitiver._ _
If you feel left out and lonely, or Wish you knew how to
get people to. like you, my new booklet, "How To Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.
Send $1 along with 'a long, self-addressed. stamped 124
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Leaky Drive, Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212.
Dixieland Center Chestnut Street
V!: Your Valentine
fr-5oap with Valentine motif (the design
lasts as long as the soap)
Exotic Imported Complexion & Bath
Soaps (singse bars or eh bo )(erg
rBubble Baths
Bath Oils
-"Rich creamy body lotions
fr-Pot Pourri Gift Sets -
fr.-Ben Rickert Gift Sets
fr.-New ship of loaf ahs
fr-Red heart shaped tea rose &




Open 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Free For The Asking!
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE







Order Early - Prompt Delivery







Campus _Lights will be
presastbd•at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Tickets are
three dollars per person.
Magic Silver Show, spon-
sored by the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Murray State
University, be shown during
gallery hours, fourth floor of
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
through March 8. For in-
-formal call 762-3784.
Legal seminar sponsored by
Murray State Center for
ContiminirEclucation along
with the Law School and
Continuing Education Cent of
the University of Louisville
will be held today and
Saturday at Kenlake State.
Resort Park. For information
call 762-2716.
Tractor pull, sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity
at Murray state, will begin at
seven p.m. at the West Ken-
tucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. For in-
formation aall 753-2943.
Exhibits of prints and paper
by Martha Stallion, Salem;
ceramics by John Bensing,
Louisville, and printmaking
by John Caringola, Con-
nelsville, Pa., will open at the
Clara M.-Eagle-Oallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts_Center,
Murray State University, and
continue through Feb. 22.
Saturday, February 11
Third and final night of
Campus Lights will be at 8: lb
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
_Murray State University.
Valentine dance, Featuring
Stash will be held from nine
p.m. to one a.m. at the Jaycee
Center at the Murray-
Galloway County
Fairgrounds. Public Ls in-
vited.
Tractor pull, sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity
at Murray State, will start at-
seven p.m. at the West-Ken-
tucky Livestock ind
Exposition Center. For in-
formation call 753-2943.
Music scholarship auditions
for high school students,
sponsored by Sigma Alpha
Iota and Phi Mu Alpha Sin-
fonia, will be held from nine
a.m. to four p.m. at Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.
Adult Valentine Banquet of
First Baptist Church 4.will be
held at Jonathan. Creek
Baptist Assembly at 6:30 p.m.
Tickets are $2.50 per person.
Sunday, February lt •
Recital by Gail Lovelace,
White Plains, soprano voice,
will be at 3:30 p.m. at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Sunday, February 12
Women of the First
Presbyterian Church will
have a valentine meetingand
dessert at seven p.m.
— Youth Fellowship of the
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of •Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Shipley at eight p.m.
following evening worship.
Monday, February 13 -
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the
church with Toni Hopson and
Linda Kelly as hostesses.
Recoveriri Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North 7th
and Olive, at seven p.m.
Moaday, February 13
Girklea Circle Sunday 
Savo' Class of Memorial
Baptist Church will nieet at
the home of Gayle Adams,
1704 Magnolia, at seven
with Betty Sled& Nigerian
missionary, as speaker. •
Oaks Country Club board
will meet at the club room at
seven p.m.
League of Women Voters
will 111;e their regular board
meeti at • seven p.m.
followed by the "Consensus
On Energy" at eight p.m,, at
the United Campus Ministry
building, 202 North 15th Street.
Public is invited to the last
session.
Wranglers Riding Club -will
have a' called important
business meeting at the
Calloway County Court House
at seven pin.
Mettle Bell Hlys Circle of
First United Methodist
Church will not meet this
„Month,
Valentine "Sweetheart
Surprise" potluck dinner will
be held by the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at six p.m. at
the club house. . •
Baptist Men of First Baptist
Church will have a dinner at







MR. AND MRS. ElOYT McCLURE were surprised_ with a
25th anniversary celebration on Friday, Dec. 30, at the lovely
home of Mrs. Ann Todd. The event was planned and given by
Mrs. Todd, &Ira. Fay Barrow, Mrs. Ruby Futrell, and Mrs.
Ailene Duncan.
The couple was married on Dec. 20, 1%2, at Corinth, Miss.,
and now reside in Hazel. Mrs. McClure is the farmer Nancy
Mohunctro and is employed by the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital in the Labor and Delivery Area. Mr. Mcelbre is em-
ployed by the city of-Hazel. They have one son, Loyd Allen Mc-
Clure.
The gift table was covered with a rtite cloth tuidttektaitaBe
of white—rosei wliiih was a gift to the honored couple The
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARLES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Admonitions for this day:
, Don't be so overly cautious that
you lose out on advantages, and
don't rely on help from others.
This will be a period when your
own grit must see you through.
TAURUS -
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Planetary- influences.
buiellosat. Rouse youreeil to
that added effort which brings
sweet cornpensation for extra-
curricular work. Stay alert,
aware.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) IMP-
A new approach may be
necessary in some areas, in
<wrier- to cope with manual




(June 22 to July 23) ePt)
Dedication to obligations will
pay — especially when you have
resisted the temptation to veer.
off, let things go. Inventiveness,
originality stimulated. ,
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 444
Good stellar influences favor
a new approaCh to difficult
problems, consolidation of
gains made in the past. Start
looking now — for improved
returns. -
special two tiered white wedding cake topped with a miniature-1'1K°
ltridtrandgroom statuette was served along with punch, nuts,
and mints at the table overlaid with a special wedding theme
Approximately fifty guests called through out The evening
and enjoyed the reminiscing and visiting.
Sarcasm, Teasing, Ridicule
Can Be Forms Child Abuse
A fledgling self-Concept is
a fragile thing, and too often it
is in the hands of bunglers.
A child's view of himself is
for the most part topped by
how the grown-nps in his
workd treat him and talk to
him. Reflect a moment on the
sarcasm, teasing, harsh
criticism, impatience and
anger with which some
parents bombard a
through thethe tender years.
These negative ways of
relating put him down, feed
his fears, make him feel
unloved and unsure.
Stop It
Using such tactics is a form
"Ar .82744-
MCCARTY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Amos
McCarty, Jr., 1302 Poplar
Street, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl, Amy
Miranda, weighing six pounds
one ounce, measuring 18z4
inches, born on Saturday, Jan.
21, at 2:43 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They • have another
daughter, Robyn Leigh, age
six. The-father is a member of
the Murray FireDepartrnent.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Amos McCarty, Sr., of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Laverne Crouse of Murray
Route Eight.
PIZZA IN 1890'S
Pizza may have arrived in-
the United States as early as
the 1890s. It was originally
sold by peddlers from wagons
and pushcarts, or from corner
stands in immigrant Italian
neighborhoods, mostly along
the Atlantic coast from New




Plan your strategy around newspaper a d -
vertising...and capture our entire readership in one
swoop! Call us fit 75371919
.‘Mrray Ledger & Times
oP child abuse so destructive
that parents- should stop it
immediately if, they find
themselves guilty. They need,
.to find friendlier„piere con-
Structive, more honest ways of
communicating.
That's the opinion of many
family life and human
relations specialists, in-




Children deserve respect as
well as love, he reasons. Only
when they're treated with
respect do they, in turn, learn
to respect their parents and
other people. The way they
are treated affects the way
they feel about themselves,
their attitude towards others,
and the way they will raise
their own children.
Unless people gain insight
along life's way and are able
to change, they tend to do their
kids what their own parents
and relatives did to them. This
can be repeated, on down -
through the generations of
family.
A Better Way
What is a more constructive
way to talk to a child?
Quick says it helps to put
yourself on his or her level at
least part of the time. Bend-
down and look him in the eye.
Use* friendly ton of voice.
Be honest, too. If your're all
sweetness and light, but don't
'mean it, kids catch on fast. If
you're utoset or under a lot of
stress, don't pretend you're
not. Just find ways of ex-
pressing or eontrolling it that
aren't threatening.
When. j_ou're angry, for
-instance, practice directing
your anger at the action or the
problem, not at the child.
Sarcasm is dishonest, Yelling
is assault or dignity, teasing
can be painful, and ridicule
comes across as Lust plain
meanness.
Listening Helps
Encourage him to talk about
his own ideas and feelings,
too, and try to react in a
positive way most of the time.
. If you strongly object to
something he brings up, learn
to accept his right te feel that
way. Then let him know your
own ideas or feeling on the
subject.
--Start listening to yourself
when you talk to your kids.
—Try to put yourself in their
place. Think about,, how you
might react if a big person
said the same thing to you, or
use that some tone of voice.
By the way, most adults
don't enjoy sarcasm and
teasing and being yelled at,
either.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Matters on the immediate
agenda should be taken care of
as expected. Give a little where
It would ease tensions, but not at
die expen.se Of principles. -
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) An
You have- an exceptionally_
good planetary set-up now but
must toe the line, nevertheless,
to-avoid friction with those who
are not in so comfortable a spot.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. fl) MAP
A special way of saying the
right ding at the right time will
be rewarding. Be cognizant of
"tricky" situations and handle
as required.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 - )(IVO
Your perceptions may -need
FOR SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11, lin
'Role keening now. tie sure to
take all factors into account
when sizing up unexpected
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Viilf
Single-handedly you can
institute improvements in many
areas, tie up loose ends and plan
nepr undertakings, but minor
matters may tend to dietract:
Don't let them.
AQUARIUS




plans and outdoor pursuits. A
good day!
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xe
Mixed influences. You calf
hold your own through
thoughtful management — plus
a dash of imagination. Take
possible changes of Pin in
stride.
YOU BORN TODAY are
quick to recognize advantages
and how to attain through
proper channels. You are
ambitious and will work hard to
reach the lofty goals you set far
yourself. You are an enthusiast,
always willing to try anything
-new if it -interests you but,
because of this, are sometimes
wont to scatter energies; could
become a proficient musician,
artist, engineer, writer, ar-
chitect, organizer of novel
entarptises- _But _you_ MUST_
learn to concentrate. Birtbdate
-Thomas -Ai--E.disea, In
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Begins Monday at 9:30 a.m.
Large Selection Hardback Books












All New Record Albums'i Price
All used Albums 75' each
All Greeting Cards ' 2 price
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Thomas And Cope Wedding
Vows Are Read At CI:urch
-
Miss Cheryl Ann Thomas
and Mark Kevin Cope were
.„ Married in 'a late December 
wedding - at the Iroquois
Presbyterian Church in
Louisville. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James K. .Thomas of
. . Louisville, and the groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Loys
Monroe tope of Bardwell.
The double ring candlelight
---cerernony was-performed-LW
• ----the Rev. litehael Price. The
_ progran\.. of °flap music  was  
•presented by Mrs.. Carol
Bradley. Vocal selections
were presented by Gary
Hendricks who accompanied
himself on the guitar.
The vows were exchanged
at the altar on -which -ant-
arrangement <if Ted tipped -
gladioli. An arched of candles-
were behind he altar and to
each side were---tree can-
delabra with greenery and -
white ribbons. The trinity
candles were placed to the left
of the kneeling -bench. The




The bride was escorted
down the aisle by her father
an given in marriage by her
_ _parents._ She 
own
of white hnit chiffon iii a soft a
line silhouette. Venise lace
adorned the Queen Anne neck
-and sllghtlY--
of the bodice-of exquisite re-





with full bishop sleeves ending wore a long sleeved red tuxedT with red bouton-
in_ bridal point.=cuirs4-_:nifff-=-Ardiret_gawn and cartied-a nlerss -
clang Abacon over tliwsvrist. basket of red tipped Peals • • Reception -
accented by pine and white .Draped frost the lace Yoked
back Was a magnificent ribbmin• • The reception was held
Watteau train. The bride's mother wore a after the ceremony at the
Her veil Was ad cathedral 
long sleeved -gown -or-green.71WeaMiont Wonaan's Club-
The groom's mother Wore II Loulkville, with Angelalength trinimed in matching
lace. She carried a bouquet 
long sleeved gown of mauve. Tantsersly serving the punchof 
miniature white poinsettias 
They both wore corsages of and Ronald Craven and Ed,
surraanding 
a 
--taygt --Tea red tipped carndtiona Becher-serving champagne..
in centedivittrtiolly: - — ' After a slant wedclinfiria-- osettia.-- holfy 
Attending the groom as beat ihe-7-couple is presentlywere net timund-lbesen°wers -miin-was-BradleylVfoTitiant Murray.-and it was accented by white-
Bardwelt The groomsmen • ReheanialDinnerribbons. -
Mrs. Susan Thomas, were James Darnell, Murray, The parents of the groom,the
bride's sister-in-li Wei the_ Greg Adlich, Henderson, Mr.and Mrs. Loys Monroet, 
brother-in-law of the groom, Cope, were hosts ...for amatron of honor; She wore a
red velvet gown with an 
and Terry McKinney, Kut-,,  rehearsal dinner, held at the
empire istline tiny
tawa. They wore grey windsor Kings :fable Louisvillewa and -
V
4,0
MURRAY PRESCHOOL-Mrs. Sherry Brick, member of the Murray Presdiool Corporation, leads three year cild
children in song during a visttin a private home of the teacher, Mrs. Sara ttassong. Children pictured left to tight, are
Hastings Housden, Merrill Brick Christiane Keller, Melissa Muscio, tiff Petty, Christy Beane, and _Cayce McGinnis. The
Murray Preschool Corporation gives the oportunity of true parental involvement in early childhood education. On
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday the three year old group meets from nine to 11:15 a.m., and the four year old group
meets from 12:45 to three panaTherootarn inciades free play, refreshments, stories, crafts, and special activities,
and is held in the, Murray Stati-University Early Childhood Center. A few openings are available, and applications
for both the three year old groupand the four year old group are being accepted now. Interested parents are asked




shoulder straps. A long emotional problem, partic- 
and go, often cha-nging in a
worn_ that tied_st the empire asta Provu:les More - thing present in the husband have- been told ness and oral hygiene have Vwaistline. She carried on large peTton't whicti tic can- 'that their - V-year-old, Sari - r-etatiPn-shtP-ta- the r°n." • e\"e(
white poinsettia accented with not face pleasantly and 
has 'geographic tongue.
cannot avoid. They have never heard.oiholly and white ribbons: Local, bitter medicines this condition and are curl-
Miss Pam Lindsey of Lin- on the nails- and fingertips ()us about it They ask
dseyville, Mrs. Seleta Adlich,
Henderson, sister of the
groom, and Mrs. -Connie Bir,- ROSEMONT, -- Too (NDC-I.- The truth is that
Louisville, were the many people think pasta is- a---ear4eaea---pasta-,- --along -with
bridesmaids. They were fattening food that should be other entithed foods, . made
dressed identical to the,...AvOidtcLaccardiag.lorgInerita from grain, supplies_ and
matron of honor. Alcantara, Ph.D., assistant substantial amount of the
Miss Erin Thomas, niece of director of nutrition research thiamin, iron and niacin in our
the bride, was the flower girl. - at the National Dairy Countil daily (begs.
sleeved red velvet jacket was p •
Than Just Good Taste
Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a-Tast way to got
your bearings- Call m--WeXWEtCOWEVAGONflostess.
. When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear from you soon.
46711e14/gOltv
Kathryn Outlaqd_753-3079 Cathryn Garrott-753-7809
"In addition," Dr. Alcan-
tare says, "we need car-
bohydrates from foods like
pasta for energy throughtout
the day." A half-cup serving of
spaghetti contains ap-
proximately 95 calories. Other




- 'Pasta certainly lias a place
in meal planning," Dr.
Alcantara says, "and should
be thought of, in terms of
choosing foods from the four
food groups: milk, meat, fruit,
and vegestables, and grain."
Ethnic meals featuring
pasta can provide an easy and
delicious way to achieve a
balanced menu. Featuring
pista can provide an easy and
deliciotar way to achieve a
balanced menu. The pasta, of
course, gives your serving
from thegrain group. 'Tomato
sauce and salad contribute
nutrients from the and
vegetable on:Wipe. Meat balls
or sausages fill out the meat
group. And cheese melted'
over the meal, along with a
glass of' milk, provides the
nurtients from the milk group.
Selecting foods from the
Tato food groups provides the
foundation for a nutritionally
adequate diet. How much is
enough? Fore adult, NDC's
"Guide to Good Eating ? calls
for two servings of milk, two
of meat, four of fruits and
_vegestables, and four servings














When you care enough to- send the vela( best
AWV M411
SAAR
Maple syrup and maple sugar
am* •oxklusieily North Amer-
ken products.
Q: 'Mrs. T.A. is -con-- are ineffective. - Likewise, about  the-cause and-appro-
cerned about -her 10-year- . scolding, .nag.g.Thg, or priate treatment. .
-add ---w
fingernails. so _frequently_ . Wearingglovesiantatpr4no„ _characterized' by the ap-
that they are -kept short - tical. • pearance on the surface
and almost down to the • The best 'approath 'it to the tongue of one-to elg
'quick." She wants to know -" try to determine the source • smooth, bright :red areas fo,
what_cary_be_d_orte, to. stop of the emotional prdblem... which may, exhibit -a-graY.----
this practice- which- has --Discass .calmly and yellow. är WhiW-CoWl• a
worsened in the last year. . openly in private. with the their margins. The papil-
A: Nail biting is -tr. coin,- child; give him insight and . lae, normally on the sup:
mon problem which can lessen the tension from the' (ace -of the tongue- and
-vcour persons  ___aftxtety .4k toristritclive_ap- fliaking• 415-
age, but it is most often_ peal to his maturity and appeared or become short-
noted in childErn y-are- -oandi piay_ help to over- ened in the-reddish  areas.
generally high-strung and come the habit. Nail biting 'Phe various -affected
:tease. The, biting becomes is armoyma_amjambecom, patches have map-like
established as a hat car- ing, but it is not a major appearance which . gives
.ried gut to attempt to re- problem and should be rise to the descriptive
lieve the tenseness. handled In This lighr - name. af- 11440-'ealaiiiaaa as-
Nail biting_ may be the Geographic Tongue geographic tongue. - .
...symptom of an underlying Is Harmless • • ' illese`Pateben may-came 61.1A1...
OD
ularly anxiety over some A, Q: Mrs. N.K. and her few days. Mouth pleanII-7 •
chtion.
Geographic tongue - is a
harmless condition. The
cause is unknown. No
treatment is required
Salvaging Of Canned Foods
That Freeze Is Discussed
When home-canned foods clearly, "frozen canned discard them.
freeze, what should you do? beans," for instance, so as not Safer Storage Needed
"Look them over carefully - to confuse them with your Find a better storage place
right away and you may find other freezer foods. for all your canned foods,
you can salvage most of the When you're ready to. use . where they won't be 
subjected
food," says Sue Burner, an these frozen canned foods, to freezing and thawing again.
EXteDgi011.1WW,Titipwitit with !he Barrier recommends that you Each time they. freeze, they
UK College of Agriculture boil vegetables and meats for will deteriorate some in
enoperatii e Extension ser. 10 minutes before tasting-or-quality and texture,-aecardIng
eating them. Boil corn and to Barrier. There will also bevice.
Don't _ put eff _ Ants ,ihore. spinach for 20 minutes. This is more danger of the seals-
When food freezes hr-either a I a precaution against botulism breaking next time.
home-canning jar or corn- Poisoning and it's a recom- When the mercury dips, the
mercial can, it puts extr mendation for all home- electricity goes off, or 
fuel,a
stress on the container. This canned meats and vegetables. supplies are curtailed, your
can result in food poisoning f If your jars or cans of ac- canned foods may need 
fur-i 
you eat these foods. That's cidentally-frozen food show no ther protection with blankets
why you need to goiniatictiaa. damage, thaw-them at room or layers of newspaper.
thè before the foods thaw cam- might be a Rood -Idea 
to
pidely:Ifinere is no sign that remain bulged after thaWing, put a thermometer among
the seal has broken, the food your canned foods so that you
sheuld be fine. Package Dates
Danger Signs
To -help you decide whether On Food Vary
or nol your accidentally-
frozen canned foods are saf.e
to eat, Barrier cautions you to 
c NEWARK 
mers 
Del. ( API -
check fatilte-ffillowing, some 
fu








until the foods start to thaw dating. cautions Sue
-Signs of leakage Matusiak, Delaware
-Broken seals on jars extension home economist.
-Cracked or broken jars Open dating. 
he
(throw away food) 
easy-to-read calendar date on
t 
-Spurtingg melds °r In-rshnea_sg,es...rn, toeddeles-d ,Pmcidatitien;
off-odors(threw away fa°6---p—rovides informationJit When
-Bulgin cans and where a product u7ds
-Split seams in cans
What To Do 
' packaged for manufacturer;
and retail stores, the home
If jar seals leak and can economist notes. .
seams have split, &artier says Companies now use four
the foods am usually be kinds of open dating, says
salvaged if they are still icY 
Ms. Matusiak. They' include:
cold. Refrfgerate them irn- "Pack date this 
indicates
when the f
mediately and eat them up 
tiod was . par k a ged...
PUll or sell dale this is the
within a few days.
If there are a large numPer
of broken seals, but you spa
consider the foods safe, yoU
could repackage them im-
mediately in freezer corr-
tainers and store them in your
tome freezer. -LeBel therh
' -
a
last date the product should
remain no the..siore„.she It
Expiration date this . tell;
the last date that the food
can be . used. Freshness
gate jtmilar the
(otpiration date, this provides
a guideline for storage of the
m-oduct at home.
• - -
can keep traCk of the tern-
rrature there. U it gets down
bild-W 40 degrees Fahrenheit,
you'd better move those jars
and cans to a warmer place.
COOKING
IS FUN
Sy cavil, sameraiiiatre •
DESSERT-TIME FARE




tsa cup firmly packed light
brown sugar
114 cups all-purpose flour,







Crearn the butter and sugar;
blend in the,fleur, salt-and va-
nilla; stir in the walnuts. If
necessary, chill to have firm.
On a pastry cloth with a stock-
inet-covered rolling pin, roll out
the dough to a-12 -by 9%-inch
rectangle. Cut into twentrone •
3,..; by 1%-inch rectangles. With
a wide spatula, place-1 irtch
apart on an maimed, cookie
sheet. Bake in preheated-351a -
degree oven until -lightly
browned - about 15 minutes.
Let stand several-minutes-be-- -
fore removing; cool completely.
Covet with the Glaze and, if
you like, decorate each with a
walnut half. Makes 21.
Glaze: Blend together 1 table-
spoon soft butter, 1 tablespoon
cocoa, 2 teaspoons boiling wa-
ter, 2 tablespoons corn syrup





Especially For Your Valentine
We Have Plenty of Roses
Gene & Joe's
Flowers















Fri. & Sat. Nits
_Tall Come See Us!
Restaurant burs
Mon-Thurs 5 a.m.-4 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 5 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Sundays 8 a.m.-3 p.m.








































' 759- 1636 110110 N. 12th St., Olympic Plaza
Ws bp* ANY Vacuum EVEN Nado
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Warm-Up Needed
For Cold: Water Wash
Water' are- big
enifgy burners, oeeounting
for about 15 percent of the
. _total energy used in „many
homes. You can conserve hot
Water. and erierg-ST-by doing
part of your laundry with cold
water.
However, the temperature
of your cold-water wash cycle
actually varies with the
seasons, according to
Florence Parker, a Home
management. specialist with
theUK College of Agriculture
Cooperative' Extension Ser-
vice.-; , . _
Cairiti—ar-Itigh --as 80
degrees F. duringhot weather
and drop to. 40 or below in
winter. Eighty-degree water
will feel cool to the touch
because it's well below body
temperatures, she explains.
,Clothes do_ Come- cleaher at
j the higher tempera(ores.SO,
, you've been washing some
loads each week with a cold-
water detergent and are
-becoming disenchanted with
the results, you should warm
up the water by switching to
the warm" wash setting
--during vary cold- weather.
Leave the control on "cold"
for rinsingall loads.
It's Still Cold
On most washers, the
--wartn" setting provides- a
- mixture- of half hot and half
-cold water:That means-that if .
the water heater is set at 120
degrees and the water from
the cold faucet is 40 degrees,
the resulting mix will be about
80 degrees. Technically, this is
still a cold-water, wash.
,Choose with care the items
ou laiinder this way. Parker'
says. For instance, un-
derwear, towels, diapers,
4i-eats, .white and colorfast-
. cotton shirts-arill usually come
cleaner in hot water. You need
hot. water for heavily-soiled










• You can usually count bri a -;
stisf.artAyy colit4v.4 r • 
washing for blankets, bea- •
spreads, permanent press and .
iiolyester.knit fabrics, bright
or dark colors In different •
fabrics, Many lightly-soiled ••
garments, and woolens. •
Some types of stain — blood,
egg, milk — will come out in
cold water, where hot water •
will set them, according to
Parker. Pre-treat other
stains, don't overload the
machine, because clotties
should 'be able to agitate
freelx, and use the recorri-








Mr. and Mrs. Larry Jones, 
•
210 North Eight Street,
Murray are the parents of a
baby boy, Trevor tee,
Weighing eight pounds five •
ounces, measuring 194z in-
ches, born on Wendesday,




. They have one son, Nickey, •
age six: -The father is em-
ployed with Clark Con-
struction, Murray, and- the
mother is on leave from the
Credit Bureau of Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Cantrell Sonel and Mr.
r and 'Mrs. Mired DePrIest, all
of Murray. A great grand-
mother is Mrs. Virginia
Peters of Murray.
PERDUE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Perdue of
Atlanta, Ga., are the parents
of a baby bog, William- Paul
Perdue III, born on Friday,
Jan. 29.
. Grandparents are Mrs. Mae
-Perdue of Cadiz and tfie late
Paul Perdue, former coach
and principal of Trigg County
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It is with pleasure that
announ ce that Sands,
Jean Bibb, bride-elect of
711yron Glen -Culp, has
made her selections from
our bridal registry.
11vron and Nandv






SPECIAL WOMAN'S CLUB PROJECT—The Murray Woman's Club with the assistance of members of the Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority at Murray State University, members of the WMU of the Memorial Baptist Church, first
Christian Church, IGA Grocery, and the Holiday Inn, served dinners for the players, coaches, famiies, and officials
here for the Special Olympics National Invitational Basketball Tournament at Murray State University on Thursday,
Feb 2, and Saturday, Feb. 4, at the dub-house. Janet Ward of the Kappa Deportment elf the Meriay Oub was the
coordinator for the meals and was assisted at the club house by Peggy Billington, general club president, Vikki Stark
of the Kappa Department, Anna Mae Thurman of theTheta Department, and the club house manager, Dan Mc-
Daniel, and his assistants, Diane Martin and Tot McDaniel In the top photo shown in the kitchen of the dub house,
left to right, are Vikki Stark, Diane Martin, Janet Ward, Tot McDaniel, and Anna Mae Thurman. In the bottom photo
the special guests are shown eating in the main dining room upstairs while members of the Alpha Omicron Pi
social sorority serve the tables and talk with the specialguests from all over the United States. Mrs. Ward and Mrs.
Billington expressed appreciation to each member of the Murray Woman's Club for help in donating food, money,
and time for the dinners; and to the women of the Memorial Baptist Church, the Alpha Omicron Pi members, Mr.
McDaniel and his assistants, the first Christian Church, and to local businesses for their support.












Miss Josh Marie the groom, kept the guest
 ichneumon, daughter et Mr. register.














of Elgin, RI., was married to
Ted Ring, son of Mt. and Mrs.





The key. Philip E. O'Neil
officiated at the double ring
ceremOny. with Pat Beckman,
organist, and Mike Diehl,
soloist, presenting the music.
• The brick, escorted to the
•. altar, by her father, wore a









































Winter 1978 May Compare
With State Winter In 1890
When It Was 30 Below Zero
by Helen Price Stacy
When its gets too cold to eat,
it's cold. In Lewis County that
January of 1890, ther-
mometers registered 30
below! It was cold all over
that winter. While, guests in
Vanceburg hotel . elected to away.
stayTin bed due to the numbing _ _Eastern_ -Kentuckian--Eve--
cold and pass up breakfast,
a group of early risers in the
Eastern Highlands already
had fed their *lock and
trudged through the snow to
the country store to sit the
morning away in talk about
the cold, how to thaw stock-
water aod if it got too cold for
_ Thermometers.
Since winters as the 1890 one-
were yearly happenings, and
one weather-watcher
recorded that "rivers froze
over and stayed so week after
week: "This cycle of bitter
cold weather stayed around
until about 1920, and after that
the "squalls" and severe cold
spells became occasional
occurences.
In days of old in the Com-
monwealth, especially at
Eskippakithiki in what would
become Clark County, and at
Indian old fields in Greenup
County and other locations on
'warrior traces, pow-wow
weather was a resting season.
It was a time for huddling,
grathering, telling big stories
and waiting it out.
Eskippakithikians have
become history, but even yet
when cold hits the Kentucky
countryside, men have a
tendency to brave the
elements in order to find a
common meeting place for
talk and trade. Women at
-home are .kitchen-bound,
never seeming to cook enough
to last until the next meal.
January 1978 waswinter-_ .
bound weather. ,This was the
time, when snow -and cold"
combined to run up and down
city ',streets, longover-
bluegrass fields, jump cliffs in
the gorge, circle the knobs,
Skate on rivers' edges at state
boundary lines and slide along
the southern border at the
Tennessee line before stop-
ping beneath windowsills in
the mountains to bark the time
May once told about the cold
and coping with it pe-ople
traveled "by tractor or on
foot, and one tractor was still
lost in a snowbank of Bear-
wallow She
remembered long con-
versations on the telephone
-about ' nothing, Rook games
for high school age or
monopoly) radios kept going
and television sets never more
appreciated, even the ads in
the daily paper were read and
all available books and
magazines..."
Later when the menfolk
began coming home from a
session at the country grocery
they. found to their joy their
ladies had remembered to
cook shuck beans, ham hock
and fried apple pies.
"When bread and milk
• trucks could not get in for
. regular delivery„....biscuits
appeared on the table
again...aud . more and, 'Morè.
food wag used from shelves in
the cellar where it might have
rested all year."
-This is the time of the year
when everything is slow as
molasses pouring from a stone
job and quiet as plum
blossoms drifting to the
ground.
A western Kentucky lady
said she used days such as
these for writing letters,
making squares for a quilt she
had been working on for seven
years "and turning the Clocks
to the wall."
City side or countryside, it is
a -time for making fudge 'or
pull crindyj popping corn,
munching .an apples, baking
cookie, feeding birds,
cracking ice for stockwater,
checking store buildings and
businessplaces for icicles that
might fall on shoppers who
dare the weather, sweep snow,
sleep more, rest more and talk
and share more with family
and loved ones.
- a winter that -might -
make it to the 4op of records
and charts and make past-
winters seem like Kentucky
springs. It is a winter that
already has found a Morgan
County woman who gave a
feather-bed to relatives in
Florida. "If we're going to
have winter," she said, "I'd
rather have it in Kentucky as
anywhere." •
/1,0 7)e 1&71 a
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Wayne Henderson of




White Plains, a voice major
at Murray State University,
will present her senior
recital on the campus Sun-
day, Feb. 12 at 3:30 pm in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle fine Arts Center.
Her program will indude
works by Haydn, Handel,
Schumann, and John Jocob
Niles. Miss Lovelace, the
daughter of the Rev. and
Mrs. Kermit A. Lovelace, also
has minors in piano and
organ. Her campus activities
include Baptist Student
Union and the Univenity
Choir. She is also a member
of the "Sing and 'let' coBege
chorale and assistant direc-
tor of the preschool
children's choir at the First
Baptist Church in Murray.






















polyester with a scoop
neckline. The -neckline, -full
sleeves, and flounce were all
bordered with applique.
Miss Linda Ward of Elgin,
Ill., was maid of honor and
Miss Karen Porter of
Duquoin, Ill., was bridesmaid.
They. wore Identical gowns of
burgundy.
Attending the groom is beat
man was Dennis Nauman of
Oxon Hill, Md. Mike Burchett
of Murray was groomsman,
with Jerry- and Todd
Christensen, brothers of the
bride, and Ronald King,
brother_ of the groom, As
ushers.
Miss Carol King, sister of
reception and luncheon was
held-at Floyd's Restaurant in
Carepentersville,
After the wedding the couple
-left for a wedding to Colorado
and are now residing in
Murray.
Freezer Placement
In Room Is Given
Ideally, a freezer
should be in the kitchen
-v--here its hancly=-.ind.
convenient at all times.
If ycru have a small
kitchen and a large
freezer, the next best




may be kept. This will





freezer near- a stove,
heater, register or
sunny window, since
this will greatly inter-
fere with the efficiency
of the freezing unit.
Dear Discerning Shopper.
When I recently went to Kansas City one of my fir-
st errands was to deliver 8 Sauvignon Wine Glasses
which I had purchased at
The Blackford Nouse
This was an early Valentine's Day — Anniversary
gift for a special friend of mine. If you go to Kansas
City be sure and try to dine for lunch at the Vic-
torian Station. The kiod is delicious and the at-
.. mosehere great. I had a small salad and a cup of
Beef Barley Soup. They promised me the recipe for
the soup, when I get it I will pass itsalong as it was
the best I have ever eaten.
I also found an interesting place to eat in St. Louis
— Stegton Restaurant If you go to St Louis be sure
and try this place. If you happen to be there on your
birthday, without chargeithey serve-cake to yon,,,
and your party with a sparkling candle while all the
waitresses gather rotind the table and sing "Happy
Birthday.' Funt • -
Yesterday I shopped ai the Blacicford House and
bought some wine glasses to ship to my friend in
Kansas City. She wants to give 8 to her daughter for
a Valentine's gift For another daughter she had me
send some Neat Seat Khakis (like the ones I have)
and a sweater. I also sent some Cherokee Jeans and
a ski sweater for her husband and 6-30" unfinished
wood bar stools and 6 ladder back chairs for her
married son and his wife. Some of the other terrific
buys I found in the shop were All Martex towel sets-
are reduced to $6.00 per set, all Martex and Pep-
perell sheets are !narked at half price, there is 10%
off on all wine glasses, 20% off on.. all collectors
prints, 10% off marble quotes and easles, and the
corduroy sets, siteaters, and shirts are still at half
price.
I understand these prices will prevail until after
Valentine's Day. While you are in the shop do not
overlook the Potpourris at 99$ per package and the
brass planter poles at $3.98.
In the mean time, Roses are red, violets are blue,
and I wish sunny February days and happy Valen-
tine Gift shopping for each of you.
Gabriel!
P. S. There was not as much snow in Kansas City
and St Louis as there was here, but it was C-O-L-D.
-However, hia day or fol-wIl be off to work in-New
Orleans and take a look at Mardi Gras, then to
Dallas to a show, then to Los Angeles, San Fran-
cisco, Washington, back to Phoenix, then home.
And as usual I will hasten to shop at the Blackford




















• C awatiofiing Pant,
"I SAWN
‘411 • • 111
Southside Shopping Center
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The passage of labor Ford and Huddleston to curb
legislation in the U. S. House of the excesses that the bills
Representatives has been provide.
hailed as a -major victory" by Unions have accomplished a
Big Labbr -While the National great deal for the American
Right To Work Committee is worker who should not be
blazing away with both barrels-t'lirohibfted frourjonung one if
at the so-called labor law_ or she so desires. But -a
reform bill, worker should not be forced to
Senate action on the bill is ex- join a union if she or he is not so
pected this year on the bill inclined.
which the NRWTC says would Forced unionism proves to be
give union officials a new counterproductive for union
-weapon to "force workers into members and labor laws should
unwanted unions" and that it vest power in the employees,
must not be allowed to become who in turn must be able to con-
law. trol their own organizations.
In essense, the labor bills Fairness is the essence of
were designed to force em- good labor legislation and
ployers, workers and the public that's what Congress should
to accept union membership as "strive for in passing any law.
a way of life no matter what President Carter has stated
conditions exist. that if legislation to abolish
The committee says AFL- "right to work laws" is passed,
CIO _President George Meany he will sign it.
has admitted that pass.s_a_ge- of He should not be given that
this bill will pave the way for opportunity.
repeal of Section 14(b) of the To quote the Lexington (Ky.)
Taft-Hartley Act which gives Leader:
the states the right to enact "The lawmakers on Capitol
laws prohibiting workers from Hill have in several instances
being forced to join a union as a shown -backbone in rebuffing
conditiOn of employment. Carter and this is one case we
The American people_ must hope there is supreme stif-
, not let this happen. Kentucky fening of the congressional ver-
- residents should urge Senators tebrae." • -
Siiiiday School
Lesson
_ hased.nn copyrighted outhne, .1 by the ronunittee •




While most of the psalms are filled
with the adoration and praises Of God,
, the last five are particularly so. Each of
them begins and closes with the
exhortation "Praise ye the Lord."
Gratitude for our salvation and its
resultant blessings should prompt us to
praise God.
The Praise of God's
Person-Psalm 146:1-5
The Psalmist considered himself to
be obligated to praise God, Who•was the
source of his temporal and eternal life.
He announced his resolute intention of
continuing--hir-personal habit of
praising God as long as he had breath
with which to do so i As he contemplated
God's goodness and graciousness to
him, his heart was filled to overflowing
with gratitude. Ascription of praise to
God was an act of worship which he
refused to neglect.
The vow which the Psalmist ex-
pressed in verse two included, being,
living, singing, speaking, and doing.
With genuine appreciation of God's
person, love, mercy, power, and
blessings. he resolved that he would
praise God. Unlike the Psalmist in this
respect, we repeatedly approach God
with our petitions for the blessings
which we desire, but we neglect to
express our gratitude in praise.
Verse three is a timely warning
against putting our confidence and
trust in princes or other leaders;
because they are mere human beings
and are, therefore, weak, fickle,
changeable,. and unreliable. The help-
which we need is found-in.-end comei-
from God in Whom it is always safe to
trust: God's power is unlimited, so our
safety and happiness lie in our com-
plete reliance upon Him who never fails
His own.
The Praise of God's
Performances
Psalm 146:6-10
God our Creator is entitled to the
hearty and joyous praises of all His
children. In all the ages since creation
God has done millions of mighty works
for His people. His might in creation
0 has been matched beautifully by His
. mercy in redemption., salvation,
protection, preservation, and provision.
He has ever been, is now and always
will be both the helper and the only hope
of His people. What a comfort and
encouragement to know that God will
never cease to minister to our needs!
God extends great mercy to the op-
pressed, provides food for the hungry,
liberates prisoners and sends them on
their ways rejoicing, gives sight to the
blind, opens the eyes of those who are
blind spiritually, and thereby enables
them to see their true condition by
nature, to understand that they are
unable to save themselves, to become
convinced of their need of salvation by
a supernatural Saviour, and to know
Ithat Christ is the -only Savior.
God also delivers the afflicted from
their distresses and alleviates their
sufferings. Just as certainly as- He
raises up those who are bowed down by
the weight of their infirmities, God.
delivers those who are heavy laden with
sin and stooped beneath the burden of
it. He refreshes the souls of His people,
who are distressed and afflicted, with
new demonstrations of His love and
grace toward them. He also relieves the
troubles and distresses of fatherless
children by supplying their needs.
Then, God conforts the widows in their
sorrows, which have been caused by the
loss of their respective husbands.
By way of contrast, God turns upside
down the way of the wicked to such an
extent that their schemes are blasted
and their plans are thwarted so com-
pletely that their accomplishment is
beyond the realm of possibility.
Let all God's children, individually
and collectively, in compliance with the
will of God, by word and by deed join in
praising the King of kings and the Lord
of lords, Who will reign for ever and
ever on His majestic throne!
Letter To The Editor
Appreciates Newspaper
Dear Editor:
This letter is written to indicate
appreciation for the great service your
paper provides for our community by
publishing informative articles and
announcements of the activities of the
community. Most of the time we take
this for granted and fail to realize how
difficult it would be were it not for the
"paper."
Specifically I want to thank you for
the recognition, interest, and en-
couragement you have indicated by the
willingness to publish all we send you •
concerning the exhibitions and
programs of the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery. Our yearly schedule of
programs including exhibits, films,
lectures, workshops, and demon-
strations are quite extensive and it
would be impossible to inform the
public if we were not able to take ad-
vantage of avenues of communication -
such as the Murray Ledger and Times.
Thank you,
Richard G. Jackson, Dirktor
Clara M. Eagle Gallery
Art Department
College of Creative Expression
Bible Thought
"0 Jerusalem, lerusalem thou that
killest the .prophets, and stonest them
which are sent unto thee, how often
would 1-hive Offiered thy children
together, even as a hen gathereth her
chickens under her wings, and ye
would not!" Matthew 23:27
The love of. Jesus would embrace
every man-even His enemies. Only
your own refusal can keep His. 1o:it,
from being i reality in youi life. vt
EAR
HEARTLINE is a seevice for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve proms - fast. U
ou have a question or a problem not
ans%ered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 54381. You will
- receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
,be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a Civil Service
employe. Can yOu tell me under what
conditions an employe may take op-
tional retirement? F.S.
A. An employe is eligible for optional
retirement upon meeting one of the
following minimum combinations or
age and service:
11 Age 62 with 5 years of service;
( b I Age 60 with 20 years of service;
(c Age 55 with 30 years of service.
Both age and service requirements
must be met at time of separation. An
employe who separates before reaching
-age 55 will not be eligible for an annuity
no matter how many years service. - 
HEARTLINE : I am 64 years old and I
am drawing my Social Security
benefits. My wife and I are planning to
move to a state in a warm climate. Will
this affect our Social Security benefits?
K.F.
A. No, but you should always report a
change of address to your Social
Security office in advance of moving.
- Notifying your . post office Is, of course,
necessary as well, but you MUST also
nocify your Social Security office. The
,post office can forward a Social 
Security check but only Social Security
can actually change the address on
your check.
For people who are on Social Security
or those who are going to be drawing
theirs shortly. Heartline has written a
book esvcially for them. "Headline's
Guide to Social Security" has been
developed to help all people understand.
what benefits they might be eligible to
receive. This book covers regular
retirement, disability, wife's benefits.
widow's benefits, allowed earnings and
many more important facts on Social
Security. This book also goes into detail
on some of the problem areas of Social
Security. You may obtain this book by
sending two dollars to Heartline's guide
to Social Security, P. 0. Box 11934.
Chicago, Illinois 60611. This book is
completely guaranteed and if you are




refunded. Please allow weeks for
delivery. •
.1-14ARTLIf*:- thaw reensitbrheard
about three organizations within the
Federal Government that I did not
know existed. They are the National
Bureau of Standards; the National Fire
Prevention and control
Administration; and the National
Marine Fisheries Service. Can you give
ineany information on these? A.T.
A. All three of these are within the
Department of _Commerce. Belew is a
brief description of each organization:
jNational Bureau of Standards ( NBS)
develops specifications, ' rating
schemes, and label designs to provide -
infimation on the .tinetty ifticiehey of
major household appliances. Provides
tethnical assistance in developing
safety standards to reduce risk of in-
jury associated with consumer
products. Provides consumer product
information. for better purchase
decisions. Dr. Ernest Ambler, Acting
Director, National Bureau of Stan-
dards, Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C. 20234; phone 301-921-
3181. Technical Information Office;
phone: 301-921-2381.
National Fire Prevention and Control
Administration ( NFPCA monitors -
residential fire detectors and related
equipment; encourages owners and
managers of certain types of buildings
to prepare fire safety effectiveness
statements.,_ ..aftd assists in .the
development or fire safety standards
for consumer products. Conducts an
education program on methods of fire




Commerce. Washington, D. C. 20230;
phone: 202-634-7663.
National Marine Fisheries Service
NMFS) is involved with inspection and
grading, developing standards and
specifications of quality, conditions,
quantity, grade and packaging' for '
fishery plants, fish and fishery
products. Conducts a consumer
education program concerning the
voluntary fishery inspection service
and provides information on the
availability of quality fishery products.
Thomas J. Billy, Chief, Fishery
Products Inspection and Safety
Division, NOAA, Department of
Commerce, Washington, D.0 20240;
phone: 202-634-7458.
A New An
Written By The Humane
Society Of Calloway County
Kooks Kill For Kicks
A heartless killer is on the prowl
again in the western part of Calloway
County. No, it isn't an animal-it is a
human being who poisons animals
indiscriminately. No long ago.
seventeen dogs in the Kirksey area
tire poisoned, and a lady near Lynn
Grove reports that the family dog.
which narrowly averted death a year
ago,- suffered through the same ex-
perience recently.
In the latter case, one must assume
that the killer sought his victim out for
"Kicks" since his owner has no near
neighbors and the dog has been outside
only a few minutes. Luckily his owner
recognized the symptoms as poisoning
flack of coordination, muscle tremors.
vomiting, convulsions) and rushed him
to a vet: Because of immediate treat-
ment, the vet manage to pull him
through. The seventeen dogs near
Kirksey were not so lucky. They died
slow, agonizing deaths. No doubt other
incidents have.not been reported.
The matter is a serious one, aside
from the suffering caused the animal:
and the anguish experienced by their
owners. It takes a special kind of
"kook" to do such a thing-a SICK
individual-and it does not stretit
credulity to imagine that a child could
be next, either by accident or by desic-
The willful poisoning of animals
prohibited by Kentucky law, and it
the duty of anyone who has lutowled,.
of these incidents to. report them to
local authorities. Aside from the
satisfaction of performing a public.
service and punishing these heartless
individuals, the person who provides
information leading to their arrest and
conviction is eligible for'a $500 reward
from the American Humane
Association (P.O.. Box 1266, Denver,
- Colorado).
Remember, it is your civic duty. to
report individuals who willfully poison
animals. You will be doing the animals,
their owners, and the children in this
community a big favor. Contact the
county sheriff 753-3151 I or city police
t753-1621 t, and report incidents of
poisoning to the local humane society
753-3994 and 436-2603).
MISSING DOGS: If your dog has
been missing for several days, check
the county dog pound. Several dogs,
which are obviously someone's pets,
have been there quite some time. If you
find your dog there, please contact the
dog warden.
If you have comments of questions
Concerning this column _of the Work of
the Humane Society, please write The
Humane Society of Calloway County,
PO Box 2934, University Station,
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By LOWELL, ATICLIT -FY
Atchley's Angle.
Today I announce the title Of my
column. First it carries my name-
Second, the word "Angle" Jneans a
point of view. In journalism the word is
often used to mean the direction a story'
takes. Most of my hard hitting columns
take a particular angle, and I write
them - thus the title.
Who suggested it?
The other night the phone rang.
I answered the way I usually answer
when I answer the phone, "Hello."
"Dr. Fineus F. Finderbender here,"
the voice said matter of factty. "Mr. •
Atchleji I have a title for your column."̀ --
I asked in previous columns for
suggestions to my column, so I was
interested.
"And what is it?" I asked.
"Atchley's Angle," he said. The title
struck me like a snowball. ,It had a
certain ring about it. A quality you
- -Seldom find, in- coliiiilitUlea:1 was
not your Evans and Novak or James
Reston title. It was even better than
Garrott's Galley.
I thanked the good doctor and asked
him about his background. It seems the,
professor holds a number of degrees
from universities throughout the world.
He does research and currently runs
the General Associated General
Research Agency specializing in
unusual topics:I knew I had a potential
source here.
Dr. Finderbender is also known as
the true creator of the famous axiom:
"Once- you open a -can of worms, the
only way to recan them is with a larger
can." Another law, "The other line
always moves faster," is often at-
tributed to him.
The response to my search for a
column title was overwhelming.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Feb. 10, the 41st day
of 1978. There are 324 days, left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history: -
On this date in 1962, the Soviet Union
exchanged captured American U-2 pilot
,Gary Powers for a Soviet spy held by
the Unitentates, Rudolf Abel.
'On thiedate: .
- In 1763, France ceded Canada to
England as the Treaty of Paris was
signed, ending the. French and Indian_
War,
In 1828, the South American patriot,
Simon Bolivar, became ruler of
Colombia. _
In 1840, England's Queen Victoria
married Prince Albert.
In 1846, members of the Mormon faith
began an exodus to the West from
Nauvoo, Ill.
In 1939, the -Japanese occupied
Hainan Island off the south coast of
China.
In 1964, the House of Representatives
passed the most farreaching civil rights
bill ever considered by Congress.
-Ten years ago: A nine-day strike by
New York Sanitation Department
workers ended, leaving 100,000 tons of
uncollected garbage piled in city
streets.
Five years ago: U.S. envoy Henry'
Kissinger arrived in tlanoi to discuss
America postwar relations with North
Vietnam.
One year ago: A United Nations
report accused the Soviet Union and
four East European Communist
countries of secretly buying goods from
Rhodesia in violation of a U.N. em-
bargo. _ _
Today's birthdays; Opera singer
Leontyne Price is 51 years old. Actress
Judith Anderson is 80.
Thought for today: Nothing can harm
a good man, either in life or death -




As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state' and federal elected
representatives serving our area..
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Xashington, D. C. 20510
-Muerey-Field-Offic-Or753-1852---- -----
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr. ..
204 Cannon House Office Bldg. •
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
'Assembly Is lii -session--try-dtating-t-
• 564-2500 or by writingto them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fe
Richard K. Collom of 2103
Gatesborough Circle in -"Murray
suggested "Editor's .Scene," "Editor's
Outlook" and .. .Editor's View."
are fine Mr. Collura except that .our
managing editor R. Gene McCutcheon
turned them down. ,
Two or three people leaned toward
the word "natural" in the title. Joe
Sills, hand director at Murray High
suggested "Natch'ly Atchley:- G4ed
try Joe.
Lochie Hart, who also writes a
column for this newspaper, suggested
"N'Atctdey Speaking."'
"rope this fine Wilts want
the free trip to Almo,-, Mrs. Hart wrote. '
sorry, Mrs. Hart, but tell you what, I'll '
give you the free trip anyway'. "
A good friend of mine, Mrs. Max Hurt
suggested "Loveable Lowell,"
"Likeabile Lowell," "Lowell's'
Likeness," and knowing me pretty well,
"Lousy _Lowell' and "Luny _
- -Other cstianat silUttStio/IS -
this:
From Where I Sit, The Way I See It,
Atchley's Amblings, ATCH1E,
Natural ('omments, Home Keys,
Looking Bark Atchley, Abstractly
Atchley, Lowell's Lament, Atchley's
Accident, AfterWord, Afterword is
actually ,a word, look _it up.) Lowell's
Leaks, and a number of others that are
not printable in a family newspaper.




An average of $4.3„0 was reported for
the season's sale of dark- fired tobacco
on the Murray Market.
Dr. E. D. Roberts, M. D., and
Lawrence Philpot with the TVA were
initaited as new members of the,
Murray Kiwanis Club with Maurice
Christopher, Lieutenant Governor of
Kiwanis, in charge.
Deaths reportedinclude Lillian H. -
Hardy, age seven.
Births reported include a boy, Jason
Deep, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert H.
Billington on Jan. 17.
James' Nealet_kitntiati
Hargrove, Paul Heise, -
"Brewer, Hafton Garner, Bob Car-
penter, Paul Buchanan, VernoriRiley. _
and Hub Dunn, had top averages in the
Kentucky lake Bowling League last
week.
20 Years Ago,
A picture and article concerning L. D.
Miller, executive-secretary of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce, ap-
peared in the Febiiiary issue of the
"Kentucky Business," publication of
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
Deaths reported include Hubert
Myers, age 57, Mrs. R. L. Jones, age 81,
and Alden Michaux. age 87.
The Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, started a
series of sermons on the general theme,
"Building A Happy Home," at the
Sunday evening worship services at the
church on Feb. 9.
In high school basketball games
Murray Douglass beat Weakley County
Training, New Concord beat Lynn
Grove, Lone Oak beat Murray High,
and South Marshall beat Almo. Team
high scorers Were 'Jackson with 32 for
Douglas, Wilbright With six for
Weakley, Hendon and Rowland each
with 21 for New Concord, Warren with
40 for Lynn Grove. Edwards with 20 for
Lone Oak, Roberts with 18 for Murray
High, York with 26 for South Marshall,
and Lovett with 14 for Almo.
Major Richard Hood of California
was the weekend guest of -Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Furgerson and family.
30 'Years Ago
Carman Graham. administrator of
- -the Murray Hospital, announced that a
grant for $216,000 for the . Murray
Hospital had been approved by the
Kentucky Board of Health and the
Advisory Committee to the. State
Board.
Wayne Johnson, music director. - _ •
Len rostetor' .nalj
presented Feb. 27 and 28 by the Music
production
The Rev. George Bell. minister of the
tFhieCatcnolpilege auditorium, according to
Department of Murray State College at
speaker at' the World Day of Prayer
program on Feb. 13 at the First
Christian Church.
Charles Johnson. Harold Young,
Bonnie Garrison, Ben Bagwell, John
Grogan, Bill Miller, Raymond Lewis,
-Newman Grogan, Cecil Taylor, Joe Rob
Beale, L. G. Tubbs, Goebel Roberts,
Orbie Williams. James Neale, Kelley B.
.McCuiston, Leon Beale, John Clen-
derton, Tax Galloway-, Will Rob
Walston, Kenton
Woodall, Bryan BishoP, hiffly Galloway,
Amos Burks. and Alvah Galloway are
rnetnbers of the cosi./ of "The
Womanless Wedding" to be presented
under the sponsorship of the Almo
Mothers Club at the Almo High School
• pn Feb.14. '
'
•




Matt Kordenbrock, 6-1, 21Q-
pound- center from Erlanger
Lloyd High-SettoOf, has signed
an Ohio- :Valley Conference
- letter-of-intent with Murray
State University, MSU coach
Mike Gottfried has an-
nounced.
Kordenbrock is the second
Erlanger Lloyd player to sign _
with Murray. Prevusly
signed was offensive and
• middle guard Tim Wheeler.
Kordenbrock, who lettered
---three-years,-was-natited to-the
- Kentucky AAA ttarn both as a
junior and a senior and_was
named to the consensus all-
s1aejasteasQn. He was
captain of his team and was
named -its best offensive





had 7-4, 14-0, and 7-4 records.
The 14-0 team was the Ken-
' • tucky AAA champion.
Kordenbrock is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kor-
denbrock of Erlanger. His
high school coach was James
Murray assistant coach Bill
Baldridge, who signed Kor-
denbrock, said he felt he could
help the Murray team next-
fall. "Matt will be playing at a
(M1,RRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
-
Iowa State Coach Says Spartans
Given Special Treatment In Game
Lucas Scores 35 As Portland
Wins, Drew Gets 41 For Hawks
By The Associated Press period as the Blazers battled
Maurice---Lucas -Wifs-jus-t e-tiack trolls-a-6M &Mit at the
freshman at Marquette
University when Jim Chones
left to play in the pros.
It's taken Lucas a few
years, but it looks like he's
caught up with his onetime
upperclassman.
The two National Basketball
Association tilayers met in a
battle d _former „Marquette
stars Thursday llitht and
Lucas won hands down as the
Portland Trail Blazers beat
the Cleveland Cavaliers 94-88.
"Overall, I guess it was
probably one of my better
games" Lucas said after
scoring a season-high 35 points
and holding Chones to merely
eight. "I usually have good
games against Cleveland and,
tonight, I got an awful lot of
good shots.
end of the third quarter. The
victory ended Cleveland's
winning string at four games.
"The biggest difference
tonight was that Lucas was
playing with confidente," said
Cleveland Coach Bill Fitch.
"Chones was fighting hims_elf.
He Was having a rotten night
with his shots and got in ttie.„
wrong frame of mind." -
Warriors 119, Nuggets 108
Rick Barry scored 32 points
and Phil Smith added 28,
leading Golden State over
Denver. The Warriors out-
scored Denver 28-15 in the
third quarter to help them
clinch their sixth - victory in -
seven games.
Suns 125, Hawks 98
Walter 'Davis scored 28
points and helped Phoenix
survive a 41-point, - _
Spurs 104, Rockets 94
.-- Billy Paultz seored10 of his
season-high 79 points in the
fourth period to spark San
Antonio over_ Houston. San
Antonio's George Gervin, the
NBA's Second-lettditirkorer,
was held to only eight points,
19 below his ayerage. It was
oaly the sec_c_i_p_d_ting_ in
Terviiiii-Taik career that he
had been held below double
- -
Knicks 126, Pacers 117
Spencer Haywood amassed
37 points and Bob McAdoo
added 24 as New York broke a
three-game losing streak by
beating Indiana.
By KEN RAPPOPORT 
.AP Bpwts Writer
Lute Olson feels that he is
being double-crossed by
double atandard in the Big
Ten,
"I'm tired of one set of rules
for the second division and one
for the first, second and third-
place teams," says the Iowa
basketball coach.
Olson emphasized his long-
time pet peeve Thursday night
after his Hawkeyes dropped a
71:70 deelsion to 10th-ranked
Michigan State.
He was particularly upset
by what he thought was
preferential treatment given
Michigan State Coach Jud
fitiithcote by the officials.
Olson insisted that Heatk
'Cote's fret-limit sideline
rantings "intimidated" it*
referees, allowing more than
the usual amount of calls to go
the Spartans' way.
Michigan State had nine
more free throws and Iowa
fouled out four players, com-
pared to one for Michigan
State in the game at Iowa 
City.
"It was a key factor in the
outcome," noted Olson. "I
think our kids got cheated."
Another key factor was the
Hawkeyes' inability to hit
their foul shots with con-
sistency. They only made 14 of
26.
"We lost it at the foul line,
no doubt about that," said
Olson. "That's th_s_. 1. that
kills us."
In other games involving the
nation's ranked teams, No. 2
Arkansas edged Texas A&M
80-79 and No. 6 New Mexico
routed Arizona 108-85. ,.
Robert Chapman's two free
throws with four seconds left
gave Michigan State its win-
• ning points. The victory,
coupled with Purdue's 65-64
loss at Indiana, launched the
Spartans into sole possession
of first place in the Big Ten.
The foul shots by Chapman,
who led all scorers with 22
points, gave Michigan State a
71-68 lead and shut off a late
_ position ____eld_by_an AlkpAio "r got some "picks and I got rehound _pirforrnance _
Valley- Conference player last --Ifie-oppOritinity JohnThreiv7lievis
year but we feel his beat the Cavaliers downcourt. added nine rebounds to the
background and experience at I was shooting from a little Phoenix effort.
Erlanger Lloyd will -enable farther out than usual and I
him to be of immediate help to think that probably threw off
us." Chones' defense a little."
Baldridge was coach at Chones agreed.
Bellvue High School before "He took good shots and he
• accepting his Murray State just played a well-rounded A meeting of the Calloway
position, game," said...the Cleve4and County Athletic Booster Club
Recruits other than Kor- forward. "He was just will be held Sunday afternoon
defibrock-and Wheeler sighed thinking and-playing the right.. at-North Elementary.
by Murray this. year are Greg way. It.took me awhile to get The meeting will begin at
Worthington of Warren East
High School, Bowling Green;
Rick Biglin, Crestline, Ohio;




-_ "Sandy .Mayer _kept +Vitas
terulaitis away from the net
throughout and upset the top-
seeded player 6-3, 7-6 in the
second round of the $175,000











• Ci.er thirteen acres
INDOORS) of the newest
farm products. equipment
and techniques from more
than 450 manufacturers
• Free admission, plus door
prizes
• Special programs for the
ladies
• Tractor pulling contests
every night - ELEVEN
CLASSES 5 stock.
3 modifieds. 3 garden stock.
6.000 lb 4-wheel drive truck
class Wednesday night ,_.
February 15-18
6 30 PM. E S.T
• Micro-Mini Tractor Pull
Competition February 18
Only.
• Admission will be charged
for tractor pulling contests
only )











In other NBA &nes, the
Golden State Warriors
outscored the Denver Nuggets
119-108; the Phoenix Suns
walloped the Atlanta Hawks
71*-9;11; the San` Anto4S-purs
- trimmed the Houston-Rockets-
104-94 and the New York
Knicks whipped the Indiana
Pacers 126417. _ athletic boosters in the county
Lucas cattle up with 12 are urged to attend the
points in a decisive fourth meeting.
CCHS Booster Club
Will Meet Sunday
1:30 p.m. and feature a film of
North's win last month of a
game with Murray Middle
School.
At 2:30 p.m., the actual
business meeting will begin
and among the -topics to be
t_ilsc_nened isibeArreitais ef a
new wdght machine for the
schools.
All parents and interested
MSU Shooter Ties Mark
For Air Rifle Accuracy
Mike Gross, a 21-year-old
graphics arts major at
Murray State University from
Menomonee Falls, Wise, has
tied - the national
marksmanship record for air
rifle.
Firing with the Murray
State team in a national
sectional match at the
university last weekend,
. Mike Gross
Gross scored 389 points out of
a possible 400 to equal the
posted individual record.
Along with the other com-
petitors, he fired a total of 40
shots, one each at a different
target from a distance of 40
meters. Each bullseye scored
counts 10 points.
As a team, the Murray State
stitioters also posted a national
record, scoring 1,478 points
out of a possible 4,000. Until
the meet was held, there was
no team record in the air rifle,
it being a ,relatively new event
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
PARKER FORD, Inc.
153-5273  M urreyi Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
-10Tiriti Built Our Business' .
ET WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEN OR USED CAR
in shooting matches.
Because of the icy condition
of the roads last week, only the
Western Kentucky University
and the Murray teams fired in
the meet, one of 15 held across
the country and the first phase
of national ranking com-
petitions.
Others on the four-member
Murray team in addition to
Gross are: Hugo Adelson,
sophomore, New City, N.Y.;
Bill Patzke, junior, Cleveland,
N.Y.; and Shelley Soncrant, a
freshman from Stoughton,
Mass.
_ The next major event for the
Murray_ strorPrs, who_ were
nationally ranked last year,
will be the sectional rifle
matches at Murray State Feb.
24, 25, and 26.
In addition to teams from
across Missouri and Ten-
nessee, the Murray team will
be competing along with three
other Ohio Valley Conference •
teams: Western Kentucky,
Morehead and Middle Ten-






East 2 7 5 12-X
S'west 8 15 6 4-33
East (26) - Overbey 12, Key 7, Un-
derhill 3, Green 4, Hall and Brooks. East
girls are 0-5 and will host Puryear
Tuesday. The Southwest girls are 2-3 and
yriu play at Mayfield Monday.
Southwest (33) - Coles 10, Cothran 11,
Murdock 6, Barrow 3, Miller
2 and McAlister.
One. am
East 12 6 4 16-38
S'srest 13 10 16 21-42
East X) - Houston 17, 11111 9, Hern-
don 2, GarrIson 6, Dern= 4, Wagoner,
Williams and Hounshell. The East boys
are 3-2 and will host Puryear Tuesday
Southwest's boys are 3-2 and will play at
South Marshall Monday.
Southwest (62) - Key 33, Miller 9, Tip-
ton 8, R. Sheridan 9, 'Butterworth 1,
Dunlap 4, Carraway 4, Jones 2, Howard,
C. Sheridan, Ray and Travis. For South-
west, Tipton and R. Sheridan each had
eight rebounds while Key and But-
terworth had six apiece
AT 11•11SA I NOM Sa1001
IC O flider *Ale TarAllikl
Marshall Comity 6 11 4 S 26
Murray-Calloway 4 3 l0-22
Marshall 1261 Thompson 8, English,
6, Neal 10, Montgomery 2, Dyer. Rots,
Waddell and Joyce
Mur-Cal flu Gary Walls 14, Vincent
Walls 4, TIrnroy Pace 4, Ilm Falter 3,
Keith Beane, Marcus Cavitt and James
Kendall
One pound of delicious
chocolates and confec-





rally by  the Hawkeyes after
the Spartans had taken a 65-58
lead with just 1:31 to play.
Ron Brewer sank two free
throws with 12 seconds
remaining as Arkansas
survived a second-half Texas
A&M comeback to beat the
Aggies. The Razorbacks blew
most of a 49-36 halftime lead.
"It's always been tough for
us to win here," said Arkansas
Coach Eddie Sutton after the--
game at College Station, Tex.
"We had a 13-point halftime
lead here last year, too. A&M
made a great run at us."
Marvin Johnson and-
Michael Cooper combined for
28 points in the first half as
New Mexico raced to a 57-38




and Alan Hardy teamed for 51
points to lead Michigan over
Ohio State 85-74; Pat Cum-
mings scored 31 points to pace
Cincinnati over Georgia Tech





Colorful decorated flange box, fill-
ed with delicious assortment of
milk and dark chocolates.
75-67; Rutgers whipped Mas-
sachusetts 74-62 as James
Bailey and Hollis Copeland
scored 22 points each and
Wayne Radford scored 18
points to lead Indiana over
Purdue.
BASEBALL
SAN FRANCISCO - The
fuzzy San Francisco Bay area
picture came into
sharper focus when The Giants
said all of their home games in
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Plastic 7" basket With a lus-
cious red heart-shaped lolli-













































Augusta Col 99, Piedmont 62




Bethel 75, St. Francis, Ind.




SpwrtN F ditur 
‘?
East Tennessee To Drop From OVC?
What is the next step for the Ohio Valley
Conference?
There is a strong possibility East Ten-
nessee will be leaving the OVC and that
means several things can happen in the
league.
The most simple thing to do would be
College Basketball Scores












Lenoir Rhyne 87, Belmont77
Cincinnati.25,-Georgia Tech 
Abbey 78
Lousiana Col 81, Tugaloo 6167  • Creighton 80, Wichita St 76 
Morris Harvey 81, Davis &Elkins 73
-Ehnhurst 75, Roosevelt 71
NE Louisiana 71, SEkuntington p2, Tri-State 49 Louisiana 63
Illinois Col 76, Blackburn 56
lnd Randolph-Macon 7 1 ,is a , ur ue Before we get on with the.preclietion&
-Jamestown 9s,/firnot 110-- Hampden
-Sydney % -__replace East Tennessee with someone else
pass around one of the strangest things I've
Tenn-Chttanooga V, Tenn. and remain an eight-team league. Although Michigan 85, Ohio St 74
Tech 75 the OVC has often been known for simplicity 
ever heart
My alma mater at the high schoOtlevel is. Michigan St 71, Iowa 70 Tenn. Wesl 78, Carson- of OVC commissioners), the league never Carrier _Mills, which is always one of theMinnesota 64, Wisconsin 55 Newman 71 _does anything the simple way...- Mt. Union 108, Oberlin 96 the quickest and best teant in southern Illinois.
Union Col 71, Pikeville Col But in this case, maybe they'll skip Last weekend, they were playing atNorthwestern 72, Illinois 61
W Liberty 84, Shepti;rd 73 
simple way and go the other route: ex-.  _ - -Century High School, where: MSU center_SU.1110-Grande- /01,- Mt Tarnow - - - -
Naz 72 . 
pension. .
Danny Jarrett played his high school ball.East Tennessee has applied for admission
St. Cloud 4t, modoorieda a• Wbeeling75W V
- - 87-
S-aturday afternoon television.
One tiatig which has not been mentione4:.
by increasing the league from eight teams to
10, the OVC will at least be getting 25 per
cent more publicity and that sure wouldn't
hurt anythiag.
to the Southern Conference included in that Carrier Mills wears. purple and gold road -




Angelo St 73, Wayland Bapt
-
Arkansas 80, Texas A&M 79
Arkansas Tech 76, Ark- There have been 12 ap-
Monticello 7Q _ - plications received for the
C Arkansas 83, tiarathg 67 basketball coaching job._.at _- • -CiTifehiFY Murray State University,
Sinunons 84 according to Dr. Marshall
-C-o-Itif Ozarks- 69, Ark Col 54 and he too tried a. dunk but missed it. TheGordon, vice p ident for Southern Conference will meet next month.1,51 iti ----question.. what happens. to the first, player whiktryed to.dunk-then grabbed- ezasBalit75tTexas Lath university services.
- • Dr. Gordon said he has
Henderson 64, Ouachita 63 received between 30 and 35
Hendrix 69,S Arkansas 58 calls in regard to the post and
N Texas St 86, Tex-Aragton said that most of the In-
70 
nested parties who have
Phillips 68, Bethany Naz. 66 called will probably put their
St. Mary's, Texas 79, St. opplicati ons in for the job.
Edward's 64
Southwestern 110; 
Husia; " The deadline for applying is
vml, mar. _ uniforms and as the game was coastingleague are Appalachian State,
-Post At MSU
shall, Furman, UT-Chattanooga, Davidson,
Western Carolina and The Citadel,
Believe it or not, the team farthest away
from East Tennessee in the Southern
Conference is closer than the Bucs' nearest
opponent in the OVC. And that, in simple
terms, tells you why East Tennessee wants
Oa of the league.
-It will require six of the eight schools to
vote., East Tennessee into the league and
officials at the school are adnulting they
- think they have those six votes. The
take place on_ a basketball court did lake
place.
The ball was knocked out by Century and
the official pointed toward the Century
basket and said "blue ball." Carrier
with no less than five players who can dunk
the bail, took off for the Century basket and
since nobody was there, one of theplayers
went in for a dunk.
He- missed the shot but the- pla-yer Who
threw the ball inbounds followed up the shot
OVC?
One positive thing the OVC has done came If that wasn't confusing enough, a Century
in Bowling player, thinking he and the other sevenlast weekend at the OVC meeting
Green. The league voted to apply for People on the other e-iid-ortitelloor-were
Division FAA status, which would be a step wrong, took off and found hiniself in for the -
up from Division Two. The Division I-AA rebound battle.
pertains only to football. The other sports The Carrier Mills playertook the rebound
would fall under the highest division. A. and went up for a shot at the Century goal,
_ adding more...prestige to the tOothal the third field goal attempt at the v_Frofkil- -
TillOtson 99 _ -
Stephen F. Austin 92, sani ta he matte at the march _ be more schools wanting into the ove. And _ Century player. They marched tuward the
Houston St 78 Board of Regents meeting.
Stetson-66,-Mereer66-----.e Gordon said there win be_ as
Tex-El-Pase-63T-AtizeitieSt----advisory committee organised
51 - • A* help in the selectin
" W Teiial-90; New Meitieo-St
73 No more application are
Wiley 84, Laogston 70 - being taken for the athletic
• FAR WEST director's post at MSU.
New Mexico 103, Arizona 85 Gordon said be received 85
Santa Fe 73, Colorado col 71 applications.
SOUTH An advisory committee has
Alderson:Broaddua jaan_414_3044 the
--"r-GlenVille 65  OeVetkii processlor the AD
posilton. Included on the
committee are chemistry
Cue____pedessar Kari Mumma who 
Kentucky,. Mercer. North Alabama, Ten-
_ _ an die athletic committee and ' nessee State, Akron, Youngstown, Southeast
Missouri, Evansville, Butler and just about
everyone of the schools in Alabama,
Mississippi and Louisiana.
And, since the Missouri Valley Conference
will now be Division I-AA in football, it
means SIU and Murray will be on the same
level in all sports and it's possible the
Salukis might want in the OVC.
Everything hinges on whether or not the
OVC is granted the Division IAA status for
football. If that does take place, not only will
we be in the same division with the MVC
schools but we'll also be able to play schools
from the Yankee Conference, the Big Sky
Conference, the Southland Conference and
the Southern Conference. And, you may
even .see a Murray State football game on









WE DELIVER AND INSTALL
P. 0. Box 1309
601 E. 14th St
Owensboro, .Ky 42301
CaiiCoilec1-15021 2b 4246-
certifies eligiblfty of all MSU
athletes, retired professor
J.D. Rayburn, MSU golf coach
Buddy Hewitt, MSC women's
track coach Margaret Sim-
mons and District Judge Sid
Easley who is the president of
the MSU Alumni Association.
Because of the importance
of recruiting, it Is expected the
decision on the basketball
coaching position will be made
before the new athletic
director is announced.
onwitnep..



















1914 Coldwater Rd. 753-0317
Oyer Monday through Saturday 10 am.-5 pm
other end of the floor and shot the freesince the Gulf South Conference will remain
Division-Two, then it's quite possible one to ,-thnnTs. -
three teams from that league will want to
The OVC predictions for the seasOn fcir 61=- enter the OVC, •
that 'happens, it will help all the-OVC a • _ •
new)°ff. in in all programs. If three teams come - Here's a look atSaturday's games;
MURRAY at Morehead by 10 - In thein and we .have a 10-team league, almost
playoff for last place, the Racers have to beevery. home game will be important
favored. The Racers will have the added. league game. Therefore, you'll have more
board strength of John Randall after apeople for conference games and therefore,
month's absence and that should be enough .more gate receipts. •
to overcome Herbie's shooting skills. LookThen there's the natural rivalries. of
the, Gulf South tains Whiehrsieidd. .for-the Racers to gp -InsicZall evening.
Murray loses this one, naturally we don't_come into the QVC is Martin. Other schools
have to tell you the Racers won't winwho would like to join include Northern
another one.
West.ern Kentucky' at EAST TENNESSEE
-The Bees are bad! A -huge-crowd and-an
advantage in talent should be enough. East
Tennesseeby 13.
MIDDLE TENNESSEE at Tennessee
Tech by four - Tech won at Middle in their
first meeting so Middle will be out for
revenge and has enough talent to get it,
though the Blue Raiders have not over-
powered anyone this seLson. In fact, they've
won three OVC games by one point. Middle
by four.
Austin Peay at EASTERN KENTUCKY
by-foi4 - The Peafwon 113-85-afCarrtiVille -
and don't think the Colonels have forgotten
it.
We'll have predictions for the Saturday
high sehootgantee-isyfistirday'spaper. -
• A:
Unheralded Bill Rogers Leads
Field At Bob Hope Tournament
PALM SPRINGS, -
( AP) - Tom Watson says he's
been having trouble with his
swing, so he's made some
changes, while Arnold Palmer
has made a few adjustments
in his putting.
The moves must have bene-
fitted both players because
they were among the leaders
going into the third round of
the 90-hole, $225,000 Bob Hope
Desert Classic today.
However, the lead is held by
unheralded Bill Rogers, now
in his fourth year on the pro
tour who shot a 67 Thursday to
put him at 8-under-par 136.
Miller Barber and Watson,
who shot a 68 Thursday, are 1
stroke behind Rogers. Barber
had one of five 67s for the day.
Palmer, who had a 70,
Joined a group of seven who
Racers Hoping To Snap
Seven-Game Losing Skid
Murray State's Racers, who dropped a 63-641 decision to
Tennessee Tech in their last outing will play at Morehead
Saturday and at Eastern Kentucky Monday.
The Racers haven't won a game since beating Morehead
69-60 at Murray eight games ago. In fact, that victory ha,
been Murray's only one in Ohio Valley Conference play Tht
Racers have an overall record of 5-15 and an OVC record of 1-
8.
Morehead is winless in the OVC (0-8) arid 4-13 overall. In
their last game, the Eagles lost a show-down battle 37-36 to
OVC leader Middle Tennessee.
Eastern, which beat Western Kentucky at Bowling Green
in its last game, is perhaps the hottest team in the OVC at the
present. The Colonels beat the Racers 63-60 in an earlier
game at Murray.
Murray's starters for the weekend road trip will likely be
Mike Muff and Johnny Thirdkill at forward, Danny Jarrett at
center, and Jimmy Warren and Bobo Jackson at guard. Muff
has averaged 23.7 points, Thirdkill 9.5, Jarrett 4.3, Warren
13.9, and Jackson 3.8. Top reserves Donell Wilson and David
Lowry have averaged 7.7 points and 2.2, respectively. Also.
forward John Randall, out for the last month with an injury,
may return to action this weekend. fle has averaged 8.7 poin-
ts in 7 games.
Muff leads the OVC in scoring and Murray in scoring,
rebounding (9.6), free throw percentage_ (81.0), assists 449).
and steals (72).
Murray's next home gime will be against Western Ken-
-- -tufty feb. 20.
are 5-under at 139. The pack
includes fun-loving Lee
Trevino, who had a 67.
However, another group of
seven lies at 138, only 2 strokes
behind ftogers, led by Lon
Hinkle and Danny Edwards,
who had 67s on Thursday.
Gusting winds of 40 mph
hampered some of the 128 pros
who played the four courses
used in the tourney. Luckily,
the players escaped the rain-
storm that hit downtown Palm
Springs, some 20 miles away.
"I played probably as good
a round as I've played on the
tour," said Rogers, who has
never won a tournament on
the tour but won the Japan
Open last year. "I hit my irons
as solid as I could hit and got
the ball close to the hole."
Watson, the top money win-
ner of 1977 who has won two
tournaments already this
year, said the winds "came
from all directions." He
managed, however, to make
five birdies on the back nine,
including the final three holes.
Palmer, who won five times
here, jokingly said: "I'm be-
coming the world's finest put-
ter.
"I really am stroking the
Putts," he said. "I changed
my putting stroke a little bit.
It probably looks the same but
I'm not breaking my left wrist
down as fast as I was."
Asked about his success in
the Desert Classic, Palmer
said simply: enjoy it. I
guess relax a little here I
like all these golf courses."
Hogan Says Nicknames Don't
fly 
Really Fit, He's More Human
NEW YORK -AP) - The
"Wee Ice Mon." "Blue
Blades." "The Mechanical
Man." "The Man of Steel."
Twentj-five years after the
greatest feat in a single season




reveals those names don't fit
he iihuman, after all.
  "The better I play the more
nervous I get," the 65-year-old -
fairviay legend told Nick Seitz
of Golf Digest Magazine in a-
rare silver anniversary look
back at his 1953 golfing Triple-
Slam.
"Always I -am tight as it,
banjo string."
He made other surprising
revelations:
"I was a fairly steady
putter, but I wasn't a good
putter at all. I putted awful in
the British Open. The caddie
wouldn't even look at me when
I putted. He'd turn his head
and cover his eyes."
"Tome, there's nut-enough
daylight in a day to practice
all the shots you ought to be
practicing every day."
He exploded a few myths:
That he always went to a
major tournament a week to
10 days in advance and
memorized every blade of
grass and took exhaustive
notes before officially teeing
up the ball:
"No, I get credit for that
stuff. I didn't do it," he said.
""I tried to keep it in my head. I
didn't want- to know the
yardage. There are too many
variables."
That he had set a personal
goal to win the three major
championships in 1953:
"I didn't think' that way. I
just tried to hit every shot as
well as it could possibly be hit.
You can't plan on things like
that. Those things ... just
happen."
At age 40, four years after a
near-fatal --automobile crash
and at an age when mct
golfers are 'Well over the hill,
Hogan won the Masters, U.S.
and British Opens in 1953.
Probably- the only reason he
didn't win the PGA was that
he didn't play in it.
The triple sweep
represented a pinnacle in golf.
Giants such as Gene Sarasen
and Walter Hagen never did it.
Arnold Paltrier, Jack Nicklaus
and Tom Watson have won
two, never three, ar the Big
Four in a season's Span. The
feat is rated at least the equal
of Bob Jones' amateur-pro
Grand Slam in 1930.
For those who followed
Hogan almost every footstep
cluing, that memorable
period, it was a compelling
experience. His long shadow
spread over -hie con-
temporaries of the day -
Byron Nelson, Sam Snead,
Jimmy Demaret, Roberto
deVicenzo and Peter Thomson
- and it was abrostiii If in
every tournament it wai one
man against the golf course.
A zlig,ht _figure, 5-9 and 160
pounds, he walked the 'course
with a measured step, a
hisfamiliagrirmw,hidetetermincap 
pulled over
out of a mold. Contemporaries
said he was so grooved he
played out of his own divot
marks.
He looked straight ahead,
never spoke. -That's not
exactly true," said his
longtime playing partner,
Jimmy Demaret. "He talks to
me on every hole. He says,
'Jimmy, you're away.'
- It was Demaret who dubbed
Hogan "Blue Blades." The
Scots, who idolized him, gave
him the immortal tag, "Wee
Ice Mon."
After winning the Masters
and U.S. Open, Hogan set off
-tor-Carnoustie to make his
first and only stab at golf's
- oldest crOwn. No golfer had
ever won it on first try. The
weather was miserable.
Hogan not only had -to adjust-
to unfamiliar conditions - the
rains, fickle winds and small
British hall - but also had.to
fight a horrendous cold. He
was feverish agd ill
throughout.
Ben and • the British
developed a strong love.affair.
He was their type stoical,
relentless, unbending, a man
with a .Churchillian dogged-
ness.
Hogan returned to a New
York welcome reminiscent of
that given Charles Lindbergh
- spray-squirting fireboats in
the harbor, a ticker tape
parade up Broadway. His
wife, Valerie, invited a couple
of sports writers to ride in the
official car: -
At the end, Hogan stood on
the steps of City Hall and,
breaking down for the first
time, said tearfully, "I owe it
all to Valerie - Ind to God."
Happy anniversary, Ben.
Truck & Car Corner
FORD'
1977 T-Bird white with green vinyl roof, 11,000
miles.
1977 Granada with power steering and power
brakes, automatic, air conditioning.
1974 Pontiac Greed Prix, white.
1177 T4Mrd, solid white, gold interior, cruise
control, plus other extras. -
1175 Shanolit Malibu Classic, burgundy and
white, 2 door, stereo. - •
till LTD 11 Station-Wagoillguiro, Jatle, sharp. •
1977 LOT Landau, 2 door, cream, brown, roof,
all the equipment.
1970 Volkswagen Dasher, gold.
1975 Ford F-250, 4 wheel drive, red and idly -
with wheels, extra tough.
1916 Chevrolet Blazer, white loaded.
1976 Ford F-250 Ranger, 4 wheel drive, loaded,
red and white.
1977 Ford F-1011 Explorer, only 7,000 miles,
loaded, white with blue stripes.
1916 Ford Courier, automatic, yellow, real
nice, 10,000 miles.
1916 Chevrolet % Ton Pickup, 4 wheel drive,
loaded.
Itel 753-1273 or Ilar Salesmen At Iowa
Gary Tien-or-753-7736 Ed West 753-3084
Ron Wright 753-0156 Carlos Jones 753-2471
Paul Garland 759-1651 David Parker 753-5180
James Parker 753-5180 John Parker 753-1833
Joe Parker 753-2656
vs alas rut oars on a day to day basis. Call or See John
latching 759-1911
PARKER FORD
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Committee Divided About Utilities Cost Delernma
NEAR NORMAL
Date horn NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
WEATHER 01111.001( — This is the way the nation's
weather shapes up for the next 30 days in terms of
precipitation AO temperatures. The information sve$
released by the National Weather Service.
.(APLaserphoto Map)
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — utility rates are "the last • nye dtrector of the Public trkity costs, while the In-
One of the most pressing prob- straw that is driving many of Service Commission, creased cost to other -electric
'ems of the elderly and other .the elderly from their homes." eetunating lifeline rates would customers would be $1.98 to
personi 'On Axed incomes js ' • Prather presented a memo seve the elderly an average of e2.05 per year.
the rising cost, of utilitle")'''— from Eugege Mooney, exacta- 357 to $69 Per Year on elae- Meeney-estimated-the
That was agreed. to by all
participants at • a public
hearing Thursday before the
Senate Public Utilities and
Transportation Committee..
However those testifying were
divided on how best to ap-
proach the problem.
Representatives of senior
citizen groups strongly sup-
ported a bill to allow lifeline —
or lowered — utility rates for
the elderly.
However, officials of
electric companies told the
-committee that lifeline rates
would be unfair to some
customers and Would not solve
the. problems of the elderly.
The committee is con-
sidering a measure sponsored
by Sen. Joe Prather, 1)-Vine
Grove, that would give the
state Public Service Com-
mission the responsibility of
setting aside a certain amount
of gas and electricity for
which persons 65 years of age
and older would be charged a
reduced rate.
The rate could be no more
than 75 percent of the average
residential rate.
Prather said skyrocketing
Panama Debate Is Giving
Americans Rare Expefience
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
arguments are familiar, but
the- Panama Canal debate is
giving Americans the op-
portunity to hear a rare ex-
perience: a genuine gloves-
off, give-and-take debate on
the 'Senate floor.
Time after time, senators
took the floor Thursday to give
their views on the history,
politics, legality or economics
of the canal issue. But each
time, someone from the op-
position interrupted to
question the accuracy of the
5Peaker's point. •_ ...,.. • e
It was not a normal Senate
session, in which debate often
seems a lost art.
So why the unusual drama
that is playing itself out coast-
to-coast via National Public
Radio?
Because, as Senate Minority
Leader Howard H. Baker, R-
Tenn., noted, the treaties
"still don't have the votes to
pass the Senate. ... What goes
on here will decide the out-
come."
Baker, who supports the
treaties, agrees with his oppo-
nents that this debate .is a rar-
ity in that arguments on the
floor might change key votes
or sway one of the handful of
undecided!. -
Most polls indicate op-
ponents are about three votes
shy of the 34 needed to
preclude the treaties'
ratification. Both must be
approved by a two-thirds
majority.
• Thursday's debates cO-Veied
a multitude of points.
Robert C. Byrd, l)-W.Va.,
sparred with James Allen, 13-
Ala., and Paul Laxalt, R-Nev.,
over whether a Panamanian_
had signed the 1903 treaty that
gave the United States the Ca-
nal Zone.
Byrd said no Panamanian
actually signed the document.





Have it all — fashion,
flattery, comfort — in
Personality! Black,
Sizes 5-10, Widths N, M
Family Shoe Store
510 Haw Murray, Ki
Laxalt interrupted _him.
"The treaty was ratified by
the people and the federal
government of Panama," he
told Byrd.
. "As itit were with a pistol at
its temple," Byrd parried: -
Orrin Hatch, 11-Utah, and
Clifford CaSP, R-N.J., debated
Whether the treaties would re-
quire large appropriations of
American tax dollars to keep
the waterway open in the fu-
ture.
Hatch, one of the op-
position's leading spokesmen,
clashed with Paul Serbanes,
13-Md., over legaf points in-
volved in the canal issue.
There were disagreements
over Panamanian politics,
over how well Panamanian
leader Omar Torrijos might
adhere to the treaties and over
his government's human
rights record.
Mike Gravel, D-Alaska, an-
other supporter of the
proposed treaties, said the
1903 agreement was "unjust."
Jake Garn, R-Utah, inter-
jected that, as a real estate
bargain, the 1903 deal was
dwarfed by the U.S. purchase
of Alaska from the Russians.
"We really ripped off the
Russians like no other deal in
the history of the earth," Garn
said.
"The big difference,"
Gravel shot back, -is when we
signed the treaty for Alaska,
the Soviet Union signed it."
Sarbanes, a leader of the
protreaty forces, jumped in to
note that "Manhattan was
bought from the inciians for
$24 ... The important thing is
that the -United States is in a
position where we have to
have a continuing relationship
with the Republic of Panama
and the Panamanians."

















House Measure Would Revamp
State Fire And Building Laws
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
State fire and building laws
would be revamped under a
measure approved by the
Kentucky Hause of
Representatives.
- The House- voted 65-21
Thursday to approve House
Bill 44, which creates by
statute a state Department of
Buildings, Housing and
Construction, and a 17-
member board to set policy
for the new deptirtrnent. •
The department already ex-
ists under an executive order
signed by Gov. Julian Carroll
in December. Carroll said he
was creating the new agency
to speed up the process, but
wanted his order ratified by
the General Assembly.
Similar legislation died in
the 1976 session, but the
Beverly Hills Supper Club fire
last May renewed interest in
fire protection legislation.
If approved by both cham-
bers, the measure would re-
quire inspections and pertnita,. losses in _
for all buildings constructed In Also 'OPPro -
Kentucky with the exception legislation sponsored by
of farm buildings. House Speaker William
A uniform building code for Kenton, D-Lexington, to
the entire state would have to authorize the expenditure of
be formulated within one supplemental state funds for
local disaster and emergencyyear.
The measure would require service organizations.
local governments to employ a The measure, House Bill
building official or inspector 171, "IrOuld-- 'require the
to enforce the codes. Local Department of Military
governments also would be Affairs to reimburse up to 50
responsible for issuing per- percent of local contributions
mits and inspecting buildiegs te organize such groups. The
of up to 20,000 square feet and bill would appropriate $200,000
three stories, while the new








Measure sponsored by Rep.
Hank Hancock, D-Frankfort,
btit only one spoke in op-. .._
position.
"I think it's fine for urban .
counties, but not for rural
areas," said Rep.- Randolph__
Smith, D-Monticello.
The House adopted an
amendment proposed by Rep.
Eleddz Adams, 0-Bowling
Green, -to allowlocal-otficials -
and area development
districts to work together to-
tulfi.11 enforcement.
requirements.
Adams said the amendment
should relieve the anxiety of
smaller cities about enforcing
the bill's requirements.
Another fire-related bill,
House Bill 42, was adopted by
the House. It would require lo-
cal fire departments to report
all fire calls to the state. The
sponsor, Rep. Bruce Blythe,
R-Louisville, said it was
essential for collection of data
to assess the extent of fire
to the department for each of
the next two fiscal years. ,
The house also approved
House bill 201, which would
keep the state_ Transportation
Department from recording
accidents on an driver's
Operating record without
regard to which driver was at
fault. The sponsor, Rep. John
Carpenter, D-Nicholasville,
said the practice had resulted
in cancellation of insurance
for innocent persons.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Checks will be mailed to fiscal
courts within the next several
days for each county's share
of the emergency contingency
fund money appropriated this




will be a letter from Gov. Ju-
lian Carroll...to the cauety
judge-executives in which
Carroll with detail the reasons
for the allocation, according to
a statement issued Thursday
by Carroll's office.
Carroll. will encourage the
judges to develop a formula to
take into account the needs of
cities and metropolitan areas
as well as rural areas, the
statement said.
The services of the Ken-
tucky Department of Tran-
sportation will be available in
devising such formula, the
statement said.
The allocation being made
under the legislative ap-
propriation is a direct grant to
help recover expenses related
to the recent snow emergency.
The money is in addition to
emergency funds alloted
earlier by the governor from
the Transportation Depart-
ment.
The direct allocation to
county governments will take
up about $1.1 million of the $2
million appropriated by the
Legislature, the statement
said. The rest remains un-
committed.
Carroll plans to allocate the
remainder to reimburse en-
tities which had extraordinary
expenses during the Mow -
emergency related to
providing for human needs,




in the United States from 1972
through 1976, according to the
Bicycle Manufacturers Assn of
America. The total number of
two-wheelers shipped domes-
tically and imported into this
country was 58.7 million, while
the corresponding figure for au-
tomobiles was 48.8 million, says
the Association.
One rod is equivalent to 5.029




Among other bills approved
by the House was a bill which
would remove the
requirement that per-
manently disabled persons file
further disability statements
for special ballots once a
physician's statement has
been filed which shows the
person's condition will not
change.
Also approved .was Howe
Bill 147 which would permit
watershed .conservancy
districts to levy a special
assessment for the im-
provement, operation or
maintenance of works subject
to approval by a vote of the
property owners who would
benefit.
Also approved was House
Bill 89, which would allow
persons charged in en-
vironmental complaints-- to
waive the 21-day waiting
period for a hearing, and
would require hearing officers
to report to the Natural
Resources secretary within 30
days of the hearingnitlesi 
.
extension is granted.
A bill eliminating the use of
special probate com-
missioners in district court
reee iv ed approval, and House
Bill 53 which changes licen-
sing regulations for speech
pathologists and audiologists
was approved.
House Bill 173, which would
reclassify the city of Villa
Hills in Kenton County as a
fourth class city also received
approval. .
age annual gas bill of persons
eligible for lifeline rates would
be reduced by $52, while' all
other gas customers  would
pay only an average —MD-
more annually.
"One of the most pressing
needs of this time is the way
older persons are meeting in-
creased utility bills they
face," said Arthur Kling, of
the Kentucky Combined
Commission on Aging. "We
hope you will look favorably
on this bill."
Bristow;Tepresenting
the National Retired Teachers
Association, Rihiiitted the bill
would not solve all of the prob-
lems," but it is a step for-
ward."
However, Jay Spurrier of
the Kentucky Utilities Co.,
, said "the fact ttiet. un-
derprivileged and -- -other
1Pciall7 4aedicaPRed diizçns
have problems with which
society must deal cannot be
contested. But manipulating
utility rate structures is not a
suitable way of resolving such
problems."
Spurrier said he felt a far
less costly and more fair ap-
proach would be energy
stamps proposed by Gov.
Julian Carroll. Spurrier said
this would take care of people
who need money now to buy
coal, propane or even wood,
who would not benefit from
lifeline rates on gas and
electricity.
However, Bristow said
energy stamps would be a free
/fveaway and just encourage
the electric companies to build
more plants."
Sen. William Quinlan, ()-
Louisville, chairman of the
committee, said the group .will
look at all alternatives and
hopes.*, have a bill ready by




Fire   153-1441
Poke  753-1621
Rescue   /53-6952







Num Cobol . . 153-1583
Senior Citizens 753 0929
Needfine . 153-KED






Otte of America's Favorite Gospel Groups




at the West Ky. Exposition Center
Advance Sale Tickets - Now On Sale at the West Ky. Exposition
Center and PN. Hirsch in Olympic Plaza




Milierray Ledger & Times
Will Be Published On
Tuesday,
February 21st
Included in this section will be news,
photographs and related stories‹..of our local
FFA chapters at Calloway County.
The Section will be published during
National FFA Week.
The deadline for advertisements to be in-
cluded in this section is Tuesday, February
14th.
Local Merchants interested in being a part of
this Salute to the Calloway Co. FFA Chapters
please call our advertising department at. . .
1534 919
theMurray Ledger & Times
ILLLATRA TiONS ENLARGED TO SHOW DETAILS
••••
THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES
A, White's Camper Sales
Your Authorized STARCRAFTAFF Dealer




- Ceseplete Aatentelic Trammels/Lea Service
-Freed lad Afigaseent
-Complete Tues-UpA Repair Service-
/UM TO 7S3-17SI


















. ,Wo-ose plastic &
wood treatment for
100 So. 13111 St. mold fungus 753-3914
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM-MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS :
Ky. Lake State Park Ph. 474-2245
'It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beet wad Mom Sandwiches






South 12th St. • Murray
Let us Entertain You
Murray
Theatres


















MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Tubers Body
Shop, Inc,
"Go To Church Sunday"'
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Al Cenotienivig-NeetherCematerciel Refrigeratiee
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE





6 30 a m. - 5 30 pm.
407N 12th 753-1904
scorn GROVE
Worship Service 11 .00 a.m.
Evening Worship - 6 . 30 p.m.
I.MIAANUEL AtZSIONARY
Morning Worship 1140 a.m.
Evening Worship 6: 30 p.m..
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10: 45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
WEST FOR
Morning Worship 11,00 a.m.
Sunday Evening 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7:00p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship 11:00 ant  
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
NORTNSIDE
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m
Evening Worship 700 p.m
NASD.. SAFEST
Morning Worship 11:00a.m
Evening Worship 7-30 p.m
POKE& SPRINGS
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m. .
• cua urrisT
- Sunday School 1:40 a.m.
Morning worship 1t.:44.80.
Singing, Evening Wors'. 5
MOOD 111YER
Morning Worship 11
Evening Worship < 6,30p.m.
KRIM BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 • 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 730 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6- 00 p.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
..Morning Worship 11:00 arn.
Evening worship 7:00p.m.
FUNT &term - - - - -









Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m. -
SUGAR CREEK




Evening Worship 5: 30 p.m. & 6 00 p.m.
MOUNT MORES FREEWILL BAPTIST





















SundaytSchoot. • 10:00 am
Morning Worship . 11,00 a.m.
LEDIETIIIIMISSIOKARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10. 00 a.m.
Preaching 11:000.m. &6. 00 p.m.
Wednesday nifent 7 .00 p m.
SPRING CREEK
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
ST MIN BAPTIST OlUROI








Sunday School 10 am.
Preaching Service 11 a.m.
Nightly Service 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.




Worship Services 10: 45 a .m , 7:00p.m
MURRAY CHIUSTIAN FELCOVISAP
Worship 10:30a.m
Bible School 9:30 a.m.
Evening Service 6:00 p.m.
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS .
Sunday School 10:45 am.
ST. LEO UTIRLIC _




Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray Ky.
Sundays 11:00 a.m. Testimony meeting





„ Worship Senrices 11:00 a.m., 7:00p.m.
ST. JOAN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9:45 am.
Church School 11:00a.rn.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday SchoOT 9: 15a.m.
Morning worship 10: 30 a.m.
SEVERER DAY ADVENTIST ,
Sabbath School Sat. 10:30a.m.













- 6:00 p.m. -
700 p.m
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship 11 00 a m.
Sunday School 10 00 a m .
Evening Worship 5 30 P m.





cso p.m Sunday School 10:00 a.m,
" • - 'Worship Service 11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Worship Service 11 :00a.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School 10: 00 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
0:45 a m MOUNT PLEASANT
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Morning Worship 11-00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 30 p to.
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship .10:30 am
Evening Worship 6:00p.m
BibleStudy -GRUM PLAIN 10 a.m.
Worship Service 10: 45 Lin. & 6 p.m.
Wed Worship , 7:30p.m.
WEST MURRAY












Morning Worship 11:00a m





0:00 arn FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1:00 a.m - Church School 930 a m







Morning Worship 1050 am
Evening Worship 6 00p ir
KIMSEY CHURCH
Of CHRIST -
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Morning Worship 10:50 am
Evening Worship 7-00 p m. (Sunday &
Wednesdays)
ALMO
Bible Study 1006a rn
Morning Worship 1100am
Evening Worship 6:00p rr.
Pentecostal
ALMO HEIGHTS
Morning Worship 11:00a at
Evening Worship 7:30p.m
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
-Sunday School 10,00 a Tn.
Worship Services 11 00 a.m.. 7 On p m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 10-00 am
Worship Services 11:00 a.m., 7:30p.m.
FIRE ASSUARY
Of GOD
Sunday School 10- 00 a.m
Morning Worship -0Da.m.
Sunday Evening 7:00p.m.
Thurs. Nit* 7:013 pan.
UNITED, 310 !IVAN AVE.
Sunday School 10. 00 a.m
Evening Worship ° 7.00 p m
DEWARDS CHAPEL




Sunday Worship 10.00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. 7:130p.m..
This Page Made Possible
By These
Supporting






, Teo Oeullty Used C.ars












Worship Service 11 am , 1st Sunday,
10-00 a m 3rd Sunday, Sunday School
10,00 a.m , 2nd & 4th
MARTIN'S CNAPEL mare
Warship BerVice 114 a m
Sunday School • • 10-110 a in
G000 STUMM UNITED
Worship Serrice 9: 30a in
Siihday School 11,00 a m
NIDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday.School 10-00 a . in
Morning Worship. . Ir. 00a m
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School 10. 00 am.
Morning Worship 11 . 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7. 00 p.m.
COLDWATR UNITED
Worship Service 11:00 a m 1st & 2nd
Sunday., 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 10: 00 a.m. 1st & 2nd Sunday, 11:00
a.m. 3rd & 4th Sunday
TEMPLE MU UNITED
Morning Worship 10. 00 a.m.
Sunday School . 1100 a.m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship 845 & 10-50a.m.
RUSSELS ORIEL UNITED
Sunday School 10. Warn.





Morning WorshipServices 9 10 am.
Sunday School 10: 40 a . m.
Evening services . 1st., 3rd . & 5th Son-




Worship Service 10. 00 a.m.
DEXTER-MAROON UNITED
Worship Service 10- 00 a.m.
1st& 2nd Sundays 11,00a.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
MT. HERRON
Worship Service 10:00 t.m. 1st Sunday &
1100 a.m. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School
WOO a.m. 1st Sunday - 10:00 a.m. 2nd,
3rd, & 4th Sunday
_ MT. CARMEL-
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday:
11,00 a.m. 4th Sunday, Sunday School




Morning Services 10:45 am
BROOKS PUPIL UNITED
1st & 3rd Sunday 9: 30 a . m
ening 7:00 pm
2nd&4thSwiday 11:00 a :r
No Evening Worship
untromms-
ist & 3rd Sunday 11:00a.m
2nd & 4th Sunday 9.30a m
Evening 6:00 p.m
SOUR PLEASANT RIM -
Sunday School 9:45 a m










403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager










Open 7 ays 7 a.m. fo 11 p.m.
-Blackford House
Unf,n, shed Furniture- _
_ Gifts For All OC.cosions
ChifhT.1.17--
1804 Coldwater Rd; (121 Bypass) 753-8660
Eastside Small
Engine Repair 1111P_ ,4 )%
Service 8 &lies Parts
Hwy, 94 East
 
Mowers Tillers Chain Sows
Farmer's Grain &
Seed Company




Flowers For All Occov-iems
A7rCingements House Plants'
500 N. 4th - 753-3251 - 753-8944
Love Is







Open Mon tltru nuns. liii. I p.m.
Fu. 24 Hours Sat. 7 a.ni 45w.
Closed Sunday
309N. 16th '.753-0303
. Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced




619So. 4th 8 Exhaust Dealer" 753-6831
Morris Refrigeration







Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-3642
Aketritam Zwt:.
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
Hwy 641 South
Specia!izing Catfrsh
We Cater To Parties
Hazel, Ky. - -
God Is Love
Agri-Products
The lawn & Garden Center -
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Cincrete
East Main Street 751-354O
Kentucky Lakd
Oil Company








No. 4th Street Phone 753-1921
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
Phone 753-5802 205 N. 4th St.
-pal io Tlif MURRAY, 4, ., TIMES, fridoy, Fobroory 10, 1978





Baby1 Cox Elizabeth) 
Rt. 2 Gi1bertsv11e.,
Dismissals
Mrs. Robbie 0. Moody, Box
222 Riviera ('ts., Murray, Mrs.
Melisa 1.. Stark and 'Baby Boy,
Rt. '1, Murray, Patricia A.
McKinney, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Viola S. Collins, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tn., Richard D.
Groves, 702 Hart Hall, .MSU,
Robert K. Hall, 303 Woodlawn,
-"Muriay, Mrs. Frances L.
Garrison, fit. 6, Murray, Mrs.
• Peggy N. Dunning, Rt. 1,
Puryear', Tn., Samuel C.
Puckett, Dexter, Mrs.
Patricia E. Grizzard; Rt. 2,
Mayfield, Mrs. Mildred S.
Peal, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
_Patricia 4.4 Mitatpt:„13t...,22
Puryear, Tn., Bruce 11.
Pritchett Rt 5 Benton Mrs
rherY1 Bolen, 140-A Cardinal
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Bess Jones,
Kirksey, Miss Lucy_ E.
Garland, Rt. 6, Murray, Miss
Addle L. Grubbs, 710 Riley Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Commie V.
Lovins, 416 So. 16th., Murray.
Elm Grove To
Hold Study
The Elm Grove Baptist.
Church, located on Highway
94 East, will hold its annual
Bible study starting Sunday,
Feb. • 12, and ..continuing
through Tuesday,•Feb. 14.
The Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles,
pastor emeritus of the First
Baptist Church, Murray, and.
teacher at Boyce Bible Sch401,
...Louisville', will conduct- the
study on the book of EixoduA
for the church. This study-is
being held this year
throughout -the Southern
Baptist Convention.
Times for the study will be
Sunday at 5:30" p.m.; and
Monday and Tuesday at seven
p.. The pablic is invited to
attend -these- studies and all  
services at- the church, said
the pastor, the Rev. Calvin C.
Wilkins. --- '
The regular services Will be
held Sunday with Sunday
School at ten a.m. and mor-
ning worship at eleven a.m.
with the Rev. Wilkins as the
speaker. .
Motor vehicle deaths in the
United States totaled 2,100,00C
from 1900 through 1975. Ameri•
'Can battle deaths resulting
from wars in this century tota'
425,783, or one-fourth of thom
killed in automotive vehicle ac






















Aerttlerried Mutt' Bender Center
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER

































Prices Good Sun., Mon. & Tue.—



















The poky or Row a ni to neve everv
advertised earl on eack tl for some a-
evaded* reason Re advertised iner.
chariot la not In Nock Rowe MI
ewe a *t check on request thel can
Ore wed to purchase Sae nierchirodise
• Ihreade Woo wises Woo worthondlos
S orsoosole o, comperetle leer
ctiencese we tie dewed at a oat
wary reduced pace Pt e the trawl
eitenllori of .SS to Dace up our
poky of "Satieteclion °weaseled
• ROSE'S STORES INC


















2 Yards $ I 00
Assorted Polyester
Double Knit




9-9 Mon. thru Sat. 1-6 Sun. master charge
-V
9
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Schedules For The Week Of Feb. 11 - Feb. 17 Top-Ten
_
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12:30- Way it Wes
1 4.-SPiwill Vishil
4:0- t As Ae
Greatest
0-Speed Doggy84.....leis swam i :pbses700 - Nees Kea,
7:30-Gisietratteri
9:30- Mak holler
1040-11eggy hots )6_1604 timph
11411- Lad of the Led
11:3•-Theador
24p_se1nge woos







































Asa -WO lb Ile • 
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1:34-Aote bake
2:30 -11ensists Ted •
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11:35.-Mass 12:31-1118 lbh M.5120-11041
1245-11des






























































11:110- Abdo . "sow'
11105-10ews
111:45- WW1 legerts








7:30- Nenii of Trial
SA-Ghost Seders
1:30- Wade






















8:30 _ Nape., seeps'
9:00- Dey of Disc.






























2:15-(..giag Slaws 2:15-0 lazing Teen
vs. he World
3:13 -5101Prio 100.
3:30 - WNW of Sias.
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2:15 - General %mails'
3:00-leg. of Night .
3:30 - SNI4T Sava
4:00- donsue
5:00 -Family Affair
5:30 - ABC News
6:00- Ns wswsdch
WSIL-3
700 _ Good spoi.,,in
km. -
COO- 700 Club





1:30 _ one LH,
3:15-Geiserel hospital
3:00-Ed0. of tight
3:30 - M • Th MGM
neer.






































10:30 - Live of Life
11:00-The Restless
11:30-Search fee Toon.
12:00- Tell the Truth
12:30- The World Terns
1:30-Guiding Light
2:30-AN la the Family
3:00- Monsters
3:30- Crililgan



























































































TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WAGE-2
4431-msey lawn










































































7:" -- NW, NT'





1:I0 -Mg Event "Meg"
mi. ,














6:3111-Lee that Tees •





10:S$ - 12 Reports
11:211- Movie "Fedor
Lawrie"
741- Choi. Of The
Sexes














1: n - News
TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30- Neese That Tee.







































































































TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY _
WNGE-2
4:31-N.,,.$.
7:0- Derry A Marie








7:1119 -Deasy g /Aerie









10,00 -Spas al 10

























0:00- Movie "Ilig Me"





By The Associated Press
Helv are the top le singles
as compiled by Billboard rue Fob. 13
maiazine. • 
• ' " 4113 
• ' :17-: ""Areir-o

















-2. LOVE IS THICKER
THAN WATER - Andy Gibb
( RSO)
• 3. JUST THE WAY
ARE-Billy Joel (Columbia)
4. WE ARE THE CHAM-
PIONS- Queen ( Elektra)
5. SOMETIMES WHEN WE





• 1. DANCE DANCE DANCE
YOWSAH YOWSA/1 -; Chic
( Atlantic)
8. SHORT PEOPLE -
-Randy Newman (Warner
Bros.)
- 9. BABY COME BACK. -
Player (RSO) •
18. HOW DEEP IS YOUR




6 a.m. SOUNDFEST '70 - -
ROCK MUSIC MARATHON
Beginning at 6 a.m. in the
morning, WKMS will trace the
history of Rock 'n' Roll
starting with the music of the
50's. At 10 a.m. we will move
on into -the music of the 60's
and around 2 p.m. we will be in
the 70's. 19 hours total.
8 p.m. LIVE CONCERT The
local ballad rock group
t'Flyer" will perform live over
WKMS for one hour. Also to be





MARATHON All of today's
non-stop classical music will
be by request at (502) 762-
'4661). The only interruption
will be the Metropolitan Opera




of solid jazz as a part of
SOUNDFEST '78! we will
begin with Music from 1920-
1969.
12 Noon Live Concert The
MSU Jazz Combo performs
live.
2 p.m. Montreux '77 Three
hours of jazz from the Mon-
treux '77 Jazz Festival.
5 p.m. Contemporary Jazz
Including the top artists &t
albums of the past year.
9 p.m. Jazz Alive
Saxophonist Jinuny Heath
and the Heath Brothers
performs with the Austrian
Radio Orchestra featuring
trumpeter--Art Farmer.
Recorded live in Vienna.
10:30 p.m. Jazz Horizons
Our regular contemporary
jazz program with host Mark
Welch,
Monday, Feb. 13
7 p.m. Options In Education
"The Cirriculum Business" In
two programs Options In
-Education looks- at wh 
decides- what's taught in our
schools. Are cirriculum




are textbooks? What place
does electronic' machinery
have in the cirriculum
spectrum?
Tuesday, Feb. 14
7 p.m. Options "Br,00ke
Johns" Brooke Johns, now 84
years old, was an early .20th
century entertainer and
musician. This tour, which is
an interview and musical
portratt of Brooke Johns, was
prepared by David Eccleston
of WAMU in Washington, D.C.
8 p.m. Chicago Symphony
Orchestra Bra hmns' Piano
Concerto No. 2 in B-flat Major,
Opus 83. The pianist will be





,Advances in OashInaton De- Panoralut 39
Health S terdteine bateet "Cense-
Foram in the A pleasing
Inertly • lint.: What ir 9se Society
IniereeW." 











• tea 1 1. r• I ireiartnint-Isji.jahasigi7
telt Sole.h see 
.t•
 Tuesday 11SU Political Scientist
" retr;• - -2. St-mere Pesten, ileepttel-Ailokiatat (41401.- "--
Wednesday 1. Book Beat: Roy Helton. MSU English Departeent4
Feb. 15 History in Perspective with Robert Burke
Thursday 1. Culture Tbrliugh Foreign Language
Feb. 16 2. Ed Strohecker talks ablaut the no; library
Friday 1- .Library Corals with Margaret Trevathitn













No Actor This Season
Will Top Paul Winfield
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Okay, give Paul Winfield his
Emmy award now. No way
any actor this season can top
his work as Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. .in
"King," which starts its three-
night run Sunday. -
The movie, by Abby Mann,
dramatizes the life and times
of the controversial black civil
rights leader, from his early
manhood to his assassination
in Memphis, Tenn., in April
1968. --
NBC note that in some
instances, none specified,
"dialogue, . action -arid c Gin-
posite characters were
created to advance the story:" ,
Actual newsfilm footage of
King's era also is used in the
movie. .
It's bound to cause fresh
arguments over the use of
history as entertainment or
vice. veraa, but I don't think
there'll be any argument
about Winfield's • powerful
performance in the titre role.
Sunday's premiere starts
with recreated news footage Of
King's 1968 trip to Memphis
-and the demonstration he led
In support of black garbage
workers that turned into a
riot, left one black youth dead
and the Nobel Peace Prize
winner blaming himself for
the tragedy. •
It ends in a scene- a few
years earlier, with FBI chief
J. Edgar Hoover ( Dolph
Sweet), angered by King's
criticism, telling reporters:
"Martin Luther- Wing is the
most notorious liar in the
United States." -
In between are re-creations
of King's early work in
desegregation and his wooing,
while a divinity student, of
Coretta King (Cicely Tyson)
even though he was engaged
to another woman in Atlanta
at the time.
-The Courtship, the hints he
was to be more than just
another minister like his -
father (Ossie Davis), aren't
sketched very well.
But impact begins building
at the historic moment a black
woman, Rosa Parks (Yolanda
King), refuses to move to the
rear of a bus in Montgomery,
Ala., and is arrested for
violating segregation laws.
It puts King, the new pastor
of a Baptist church in Mon-
tgomery, on his long march
for civil rights, preaching non-
violence and meeting plenty of
violence -- and imprisonment
- along the way.
It includes his initially
reluctant leadership of a 382-
day boycott by blacks of
Montgomery buses, but this
chapter is muddled by the
-
arrival of two New York men
who stay with him in his rise to
prominence.
One is a black lecturer-
writer, the other a white
lawyer. Why they've shown up
isn't clear. They seem vague,
self-appointed-- advisers to
King in matters of strategy
and national publicity.
I Special On Tapes & Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
, latge Selection et-Country
- Tapes, Albums and 45's .
Rufus _  Jam









I Track Reg. 7.95
11111
The largest Selection of Topes and Albums in This Area
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-5865
The Book RAck







Books Sell at Price
OR
Trade 2 for 1 of Same Value




Any hod Paperbatk kik
With' This Coupon -
Offer Good February 10, 1978
Through February 17, 1978
Wednesday, Feb. 15
7 p.m. Options "Milton
Friedman" ECOnomist Milton
Friedman talks about em-
ployment, inflation, and the
money supply. '
Thursday, Feb. 16
7 p.m. Options "English
Versions Of The Italian
Renaissance" The Italian
Renalsgahee tad deep
impact on English art and
culture including such greats
as Shakespeare and Marlowe.
Hugh Richmond, preessor of
English at Berkeley, explains
how and whi.-
BODY






---_-_ at this time) that backed for a mature woman in a
WANTED PARENTS into the '75 Cutlass managerial capacity.
want ta lave their Supreme,--White With 1111-7.,t have a.good retail
children an opportunity maroon vinyl top, background, ability to
- for 'a better: education. shortly., after i :90 Feb. 7, ' SuPerVise personnel and
For your World Book beside the post office. a Imowleciffe4of
- needs call 435-4426. please' call 763-3146. or Please send resume to:
75-270, pnlice  Lha_wit Harmel, Inc., 712
, 
been notified & ludess I Broadway, Kansas City,
am-. contacted within 3 Missouri -64105. Personal
dayi,p0111-0 willstart an interviews will be held
in our new
Needleweman Fabrics
Store, located in the
Central Shopping Center
next to the Cine Central
















purchase the new book
"Get Everything Your
Government Has To






$100. One Warm Mor-
ning gas heater; model
VR 50 MAB ; 50,000 BTU
hourly input rating. $75.
'Call 753-2424.
USED -CROSS TIEb_ --
excellent for land-
scaping or fence post.
Call after 4, 1-898-7950.
HOMEMADE FRESHLY
_ground -whole wheat
bread. 75 cents. • Also










glass. CaU 7994182 after
5p. m,
COLLEGE GIRL needing 
some type of THREE AXLE




.. work, etc. Dependable,







and general office work.
Call 759-1753.
LOA AA1 BLE for
existing business, new
business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61/2 ker cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1402-U5-1195
between 3 and 11 p. m.,7
days a week.
SALES LADIES FABRIC
STORE - enjoy the fun
-and-pleasure of working
An a fabric store- There
are now openings for.
qualified sales ladies in
a beautiful new
--Neediewoman - -Fabric
Store located iff tht-
Central Shopping
Center, next to the Cine
Central Twin Theatre..
Ladies replying to this








to: Himmel, Inc., 712
Broadway, Kansas City,
Missouri 64105. Personal
interviews will be held




Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock:





The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway- Circuit
Court Citizens Bank and, Trust Company Of Paducah •
Plaintiff, versus James Richard Walker, Jr.; Com-
monwealth of Kentucky, Dept. Of Revenue; Calloway
County Treasurer Defendant.
Nebo Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
talloway Circuit Court rendered at the January 13
Term thereof 1978, in the above cause, for the sum I21_
- Thousand- Eight-Hundred-Seventy- Eight- and
-45t100-4.$2,11711.154--Dollars,..Elminterest as-show-in
Court. Order until paid and its cost therein I ;shall
proceed to offer for-sale it the Court House door in the
Murray Kintucky to the higheit bidder, at public auc-
tion on the 27th day of February 1978, at 1:00 o'clock
p.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the
-following described property, te:wit: Lot No. 72 of Unit
islo. 1 of Lakeway Shores, Inc. as Shown by the plat
-recordedin Plat Book No. 2, page No. 37, in the office-of
--:the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. For source of
-title see micro film in Book 155, Cabinet 1, Drawer 7,
Card 1389, idthe office of the CIerk of the Calloway
' 'Monty Court. - - • .
For the purchase price-, the purchaser-must execute
beta with approved Securities, besting legal Interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
: and effect of a judgment Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank I.. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Cir' cuit.Court
Crossword Puzzler





' 13 Dye plant
-t4Rfl--
'4 5 Hold back
::17 Possess






































































deity 29 Writing 44 Sole
10 Cityin - Truid 45 Notitot
'Nevada 30-Kfild of state--
11 caudal _ cheesy 40 waiiic
iDandage 31 RimilMon unsteedity
. -43 Evegyerve: 48 Aiantorm
/8 Pronoun 4 Anger_ Hord
21 Studio 37 Cerifed afrein •
22 Deposit cloth antelope
23 Manifestation 39 Ridicule 50 Game at
































- MAYBEc.,IF YOU STUDIED











AS OF FEBRUARY 8, 
197Wi I am not ce-spon-
sible for any debts other*








reverwststet fis chock -Now-





ANY ERROR SHOULD SE --
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
& Y *SO P4.EA SE CHECK -
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM=
PTL Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into SO Site. -
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
-a, 10;2.40. Fast service.
THO61 THREE tlAtANTs
WERE REAL. WE KNOW











and regular • display,
must be submitted
















driving the car Make &




vertising 753- 19 1St..
Classifier! Display,
Classified, Circulati-
on and the Business
-Office_ may . be
reached on 753-
1916 and 753-1917.
- Artcraft, 118-South 12th., -
BIBLE FACTS= You are
: standing on the
promises- of God!. The
important thing is,
which of God's promises
are you standing
Revelations 2:26,
Revelations 3:21 or I
- Corinthians 6:2, 10,
Galations 5:19-21. Bible
questions, individtial.
stUdr- and study by
phone, 753-0984. No
s icit o f
Woufd you /Ore CO rids
OW Churl, Elus to Sun-
day School and mor-
ning worship services.
at
Sinkiap Spring Baptist Church
Bus driver for












Phone 153-3341 or -
753-3342
BELTONE 'HEARE4G
: 'ADS- BALES. Free
. Service on all makes.
Open 9-1 daily, Monday-
Friday. Beltone of
, Benton, 1200 Poplar St.,
astnicyi. Ky, Phone 572-
-846a. _
donations.  freshThatterits7 Wants --
DrutSfore,ithirritY,TCY", --
Call 753-127?
"Sealed bids will be received at the Office of the
Calloway County Board of Education, College
Farm Road, until 12:00 noon on Monday,
February 20, 1978, for furnishing food, cleaning
supplies and paper products to the cafeterias of
the Calloway County Schools and the Murray In-
dependent Schools. Bid forms may be obtained
at the Calloway County Board of Education of-
fice or will be mailed upon request."













appreciation to all who
sent flowers, food, and
who were so wOnderful •
to us during the death of
our loved one. •Wotild
like to express' our
deepest appreciation to
 the- 'thdrdies, -the-. 
hospital staff, Mercy
Ambulance Service and
The .J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home for the
services they rendered
during this time.







Apply in own hand-







conditions. Apply to Box
32Y in own handwriting.
AMBITIOUs PEOPLE




WORLD BOOK - Child
Craft, Sales rep-
Tegentative waited- Call










springs and frame in
good shape. $40. Call 759-
1759.





school house. Phone 753-
7116.
G. E. HEAVY DUTY
washer and dryer, $400
for set. 1811 co- ft. G.E.
side by side refrigerator
with automatic ice
maker, $400. Call after 5
p. rn. 759-4089.
TD 14 DOZER with low
boy in good condition.
For $10,000. Call 901-235-
2704.
300 GALLON crop
sprayer, 42 ft. booms.
Centrifical pumps.
Fiberglass tank, never
used. Cost $1700.00 take
$1100.00. Call 753-9920 or
753-3000.
JON BOAT, motor and





across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.




Highway 94, 19 miles
West of Murray. -Cali
382-2174. TV's. argrour
only businesi,












_ Couples only. No pets.
Must have references.
$110 per month. Call 753-
3533.
II X 543 Bedroom fur-
nished trailer. ;85
month. References
 required:. tarn • 435-4526.
MOBILE komis and'
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
NICE Furnished apark










all carpet. Central heat















February 18th noon at
Murray, Ky. College
Sale pavilion selling 15
bulls, 15 heifers, 10
cows. Contact Jimmy












Irish Setters. 9 weeks
old. Call 435-4178.
RUMMAGE BARGAIN
BARN, 13th and Main.
Reopens Saturday. 10
a.m. -2 p.m. All clothing
L'2 rice.
lnini
68 ACRES located east of
Puryear, Tn. on
blacktop road. This can
be bought fix less than
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St:, 753.0101 - 753-
7531.
residence possibilities
- with this frame tome
located only 2 blocks
from court square.
Property is zoned 23
and could easily be
converte,d to offices or








DO YOU want to live near
MSU? Or would you like .
to own your own home
with income property
grossing $480 per month
plus living quarters? If
your answer is YES to





Insurance & Real Estate




and 20 acres. Frame




8 miles northwest of




hard to provide the best











home and all homes




12111 Acres - Coseptetely lan-
ce/ et* mast cnns-feeced,
1,2 stems feedieble. Nes wa,
oeek bare, ',beta bars &
base. Leafed as Tucker-
Oerleavd R.
BIG HOME- BIGGER
BUY - Large 4 bedroom,
3 bath home on private
one acre tract, 4't miles
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of living
area in this home which
has extra large rooms' •
and large 2 car garage.




and trash compactor 
stay 1-1 11-with- sale of
home. Priced well below
replacement cost • only
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3 BEDROOM brick
veneer 1 and 3.4 acre.




• "Veer key People
In Real Istats"
153-7724
901 Symms,* /Away, Ily
LOADED WI H
QUALITY! 2 edroo









in country... 3 acres for
horses. . . 20x50 block








on this --lbvely _home
located 6 miles west of
Murray in scenic, quiet
location. Fireplace adds
cozy note to this 3
bedroom brick rancher.
Other features include
central heat and air,._.
attached 2 car garage,
plus additional separate
garage ideal for storage




753-1222 for more in-
formation.




Lake front home wan-
ted for transferees in
Jonathan Creek area.
Would like 3 bedroom,
11/2 bath and fireplace.
Any similarities will





"WHAT WM IT 5APAT AND
91JARRELIN6 ABOUT IN TI-IE
0 RECALL?"
44 Lots For Sale
E BU I I




45. Farms For Sale
house
development property.
Located close in. Fulton
Yo Real 753-7333.
46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE by owner.
Over 2000 sq. ft. brick
ranch plus 2 car at-
tached garage. Two full
baths, central heat and
air. Fully carpeted.
Near schools. Lots of
storage.- Call- 753-0376-
-TWO BEDROOM brick
veneer, gas. heated -
good location in Murray
$17,000. Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333.
3 BEDROOM 1/2 baths,






Sloes* Two lots. 18'x24'





South 13th Street. With 1
acre of land, garage
behind house. ta11-753-
8541.
BY OWNER: 3 large
bedrooms, 1/2 baths, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,
fenced backyard, many
extras. 2 miles from
Murray off 121 S.







Floored mod ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also bora style, office; totters, -
mottle home ed-ons, and patios, or U-BUILD, pre-cut completely reedy
to assemble pp to 24 x 60. Ivy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 SMOCCO - AM-FM
stereo. Front wheel
drive. Call between 7







windOies and seatS. New -
rad11111; godohdiUbhT
$800. Call 489-2488 after 6
p. m.
EXTRA SHARP Baja
buggy for sale, $850. Call
753-9333 or 7159-1200 ask
for Kenny.
der:C.4 1970 FORD VAN --
customized, 40,000
miles, automatic shift,
It4 WERE SHARP. Call 7534325.
GINNING,  $250000.  
1975 CHEVROLET 4 x 4,
full power and air. 1976
Caprice Classic, 2 door,
full power and air. 24'
gooseneck trailer. Call
489-2792.









Excellent closet space. • 
Large lot with well.
Four miles from Murray




tires. Call 759-1385 or
767-2572.
47. Motorcycles
1974 HONDA 750, only
4,000. miles. Like new.
Call 489-2797 after 5 p.m.






after 4 p. m.
-1975 FORII.F250. 4 wheei,L:.
, drive, po_wer steering,
p owe r _ brakes,
automatic. Call 753-8915
after 6.




lock in 1100 tires. Hubs,
tool box on side. Call
489-2866.
1975 GMC pickup, High













Long wide bed. $1595. getting those small












ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile 'Bier- installed, 28
years. experience.
- -LicesTsettEllreugh Health
-Department: Call - Rex
Camp;-7534933.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior- Also 'dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Cell 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
now. Call Sears 753-2310






FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
lane. Rhoner 7534669 'or •
FENCE SALES at Sears
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on thee
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
_ Sears Continuous gut-
1970 t'ORD 6 cylinder ters installed-per your
pickup, fair shape. Call specificationS. Call
753-5400 or can be seen Sears 753-2310' for free
estimatPc ".• ;
1970 FORD F100 pickup
truck, V4 automatic
transmission, good tires











without jacket. Call 436-
2204. .
51 Services Offered






ficient service. No job








-Cutlass, 2 door hardtop, LICENSED ELEC-





Call 753-2437 or 753-2997.
VISIT THE WHITE HOUSE
711 Main
White House Building






Evenings Call George Gallagher - 753-8121 Geri Anderson - 753-7932
Retry Patterson - 492-8302 Bill topperud - 753-1222
plumbing, heating and








Company Inc. Air con-



















smallest to the most
complete jel;r. Call 437-
4338
ELECTRIC WIRING'








WILL KEEP CHILD in
my,,hQnie IYear5.11/4













lors, etc Reasonable prices.
Satisfaction guaranteed. For
information call 753-4478 bet-
ween 9 and 5 30
STRAW FOR SALE.





condition. Can have by




Available, in 4 weeks.
Cal) 753-0623 or 753-9075.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS







Fri. & Sot 12:30 Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street.
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 7
and night appointments.
Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say "I Love You?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have A size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advi-
sors will be happy to help you write your message.
Jo Minn and Dod . . .
We couldn't hove s'picked
nicer pair of parents in Me









Mrs. Smite - Thanes for
making Science fun to learn.




To Aly Wife, Ann . . .
after 13 monster/el years
of marriage, lm' still keed-
over-heels in love with yowl
Welter
$25°
To Jan* - I wont you for
my Valentine, Gail I woo's.e,




Mtierray Ledger 8r Times
Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
Your Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine
ONLY 15' PER WORD
Dear Jimmy (Peter). I 1v.''
you more then words con
express. I hop, we will ol•
ways*, together to shore
tho good and the hod. Lows
olways, Sue (Chuck) P.S.
Werner loves you too!
WANZA, Happy Volen•
tine's Day to this sweetiest „
and most loving mite oncl
mother Wei love you Larry
and Choc/





















Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1978. All ads will run on
February 14, 1978 'unless you speedy other-
wise. Photo can be picked up at newspaper
office after February 16, 1978.
weallew wienner.. wenn. -welelnew -411111111w- -4111101-
_
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pleted, it will feed more., people into
-Lake' Barkley and the Kentucky Dam
area. Therefore, we must come up with
ideas to lure the people to Murray. May
I suggest a good museum, quality
community theatre, a cleaner, more
attractive city, retailing geared to the
Banker Issues
facilities at the university, the city
should _it,te11011#10 tfact mcitecon-
ventions and meetings as both serve as
slim us or e economy. irs - a •
expreience tells me, as it has told many
people in leadership positions, that we
must make people see Murray in
person in order to gain the recognition
that this area rightly deserves.
University facilities and functions are
one of our tools. Let's use them.
I Continued From Page 11 — Deaths and Funerals
park appears on the next page. This 
'elude dairy. products, soybeans, cora, -- -----
popcorn, tobacco, fruit, and vegetables. - Frank W Adams Ofdevelorpent is unique for a town this-*
size. At this point in its'develgpment, it ..P°111111nn is nearly 
nonexistent
-the -of -the -county. In our--
. s • .
potential. Enough work has been .done
that the city and county is past the point
of no return on this project. Therefore,
a combined effort should be exerted to
expand and improve this park on a
yearly basis.
"Bike routes should be established at
"The third page suggest vaCtionland. once throughout the city to make the
I propose the quessticolkbaS M_IirrAy_ever park more accessible to our youth
realized-its potential with,the tourist..____Lhe park joins the city cemetery  oil the.
visting our area?" When 1-24 is COM- • east, I think immediate consideration
and implementation should be given to
screening this property with permanent
landscaping which would afford the
cemetery privacy for the park and
commercialization
"While I am discussing the cemetery
I might also add that a fence and or
tourist, and university functions landscaping should also appear along
especially for tourists. The city must , Chestnut Street, along with beau-
make itself known in the lake area. For tification throughout. This has been
example, a larger sign should be an ignored project for many years.
erected just east-ef the Land-Between. . Funding_ for this project Could coMe
the Lakes inviting people to Milfray for. from form s-octicitation letters being Sent
the above mentioned attractions. to all families owning lots.
'The West Kentucky Exposition "As we proceed through the
Center offers us a facility which is not brochure, we find industry and
available in Kentucky west of agriculture. The chief industries in
Louisville. Governor Ford gave us this Murray and Calloway County produce
facility. It is up to us to see that it is fabricated metal, textiles, springs toys,
used. and reconditioned automobiles.
"A picture of the new city-county Agricultural products of the area in/
-Common Council... (Coatinit‘From PagN) time.. we would be upgrading our
/ --- ---- " present situation. — ----- - --
warden with-hospitalization insurance. _____MeMbers tineach.;/: In summary, I have attempted to— approved aan first reading an convey to you my feeling that there isamendment * the city Personnel no cause for concern about the past andOrdinance Concerning holidays for city present of this city and county or theemployees; role it can and will play in our economy,— authorized that a final audit be partularly in the months ahead as soconducted of city police court revrds; ' many changes appear on the horizon. In'— approved a resolution corn- my view, the area is sound, in fact, verymending former council members Loyd Sound in the sense of its demonstrated4rnold H. Ed Chrisman, Art Lee, ability to respond to problena.s,
In addition the city will provide a
pickup truck and will pay for all .
gasoline used by the warden.
The county will provide $1,500 of the
salary, all the cost of the dog food and
the dog 'pound. The dog warden, an
addition to the contributions from the
city and county, receives slightly over
- 8500 per month _in: salary  under the 
federal Comprehensive Employment
Auld Training Act tCETA).
Mayor Henley said that the. new
procedure will better enable the city to
enforce the dog leash law.
In other, business at last night's
session, the counc
— approved n second and final
reading an er ance that provides for
an appealAprocedure On commercial
rates for refuse pickup;
- pproved an ordinance on second
thng -designating .the;..ntmaber- .ef
/standing Council committees . and -the
Thonias ttuitimg, uel Staila, Jr.,Thaid
Woodrow Rickman for their service to
the city;
• — approved arecommendation from
the Murray Planning Commission that
fees for a rezoning request be increased
from $25 to $100;
— approved the apointment of
Maurice Christopher and Judy Mastera
to the Matray Planning Commission,
and;
— changed the date for the next
regular meeting from Thursdatc-Fetk--
23 to Monday, Feb. 27.
could accomplish thege goals, then we " !
/ would be opening new anarkelsior pf•-1B-K-ferS
-TnTustiy and agriculture. At the same
_-Those involved, hoth individuals its--
tyell. as institutions, while wiser, have
not lost their . desire to participate.
Everyone in this city and county must
take pride in his rich heritage.
"Further, under the stress of
pressure, we must drop negativism and
expand only positive thoughts. The end
result should be good for us all and for
our state and county. The challenge is
to get the most out of existing resources
rather than determine what we must do .
ithont. -Tam coorekot that ourrilizensi-T
are up to this challenge.
New Legislative Measures Deal With
Fuel Taxes, Education, Usage Tax
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislation has been in-
troduced by the chairman of
the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee to




Rep. Joe Clarke, D-
Danville, said Thursday that
House Bill 466 was drafted as a
way of generating more
money for the state's road
fund. -
The measure would remove
the exemption allowed trans-
port trucks — including coal
trucks — weighing over 18,000
pouncsIhAt.tiayeis tha!l_k0_
miles.
Clarke said the transport
truck exemption was allowed
on the theory that short-haul
transportation takes place on
private roads, and those
trucks should not be required
to pay the state fuel tax.
In reality, he said, coal and
other transport trucks use
public roads and are
primarily to blame for tearing
up substandard roads.
State transportation of-
ficials have testified at the
committee's budget hearings
that some way must be found
to increase the road fund or
the state may have to dip into
the general fund to meet road
repair and maintenance ex-
_pen._ses._ The general fund is
the till out of which all other
state„espenses are paid.
Clarke also introduced
House Bill 459, a measure to





require the state Education
Department to submit a plan
for evaluating education in
each of eight major areas to
the Interim Education
Committee by April 1, 1979,
SERVING AS PASTOR —
The Rev, Jerry Norsworthy is
now serving as pastor of the
Blood River Baptist Church,
located on Highway 444
northeast of New Concord.
Sunday services include Sun-
day School at ten a.m. and
worship at eleven a.m. and
530 p.m. and Wednesday
services at seven p.m. Rev.
Norsworthy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Reldon Norsworthy, is
self employed as a car-
penter and attends Mid-
Continent Bible College,
Mayfield. His wife, • Marie,
died {an. 26. ice has two
sohs, Jimmy a9,d Jeffrey Nor-
sworthy.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows
Heublein Inc  27% +1/2
McDonalds Corp Sett As
Ponderosa Systems 151/2_ Ali
Kimberly Clark  42 +%
Union Carbide 39 unc
W.R. Grace 25% -1/4
Texaco  -  Ste




Jim Walters 211/2 unc
rsch 21% Ail
Disney   33% 41/2
Wendys 371/2 41/2
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon Liday furnished to the hedger &
Times by 1.Jit Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows •
Industrial Av. . .. -1.30
Airco A 41 -ka
Air Products 261/2 41/2
American Motors 41/2 41/2
Ashland Oil 261/2 unc
A .T. & T ---........ 581/2 '4'1/2
Ford Motor Co 42ka one
Gen Dynamics  unc
General motors 5Pe + 4k
General Tire oli +v.
Goodrich ‘ II% unc
Gulf Oil See -te
IBM ISM -kc
Pennwalt 31% . +ts
quaker Outs 31)4 At
TaPPII1 11% 41/2
Western Union .... wk.
Zepliti Radio .13% Ais
10
An advisory committee
would be named to help
develop the accountability
program.
Specific goals in the area of
general education include
mastery of the basic skills of
reading, writing, arithmetic





would be required to report to
the legislative committee an-
nually on progress toward
achieving the educational
goals. The first report would
be due Aug. 1, 1980.
Other new measures include
House Bill 451, sponsored by
Rep. Mark Fitzgerald, D-Cyn-
thiana, which would allow car
buyers to pay less motor ve-
hicle usage tax.
New car buyers would pay
the tax on the actual retail
price, so long as it is at least 80
percent of the manufacturer's
suggested retail price. That
could take into account the
value of a trade-in.
Used car buyers would pay
the tax on the actual price of
the car, which must be at least
60 percent of book value.
Rep. Bruce Blythe, R-Louis-
ville, introduced House Bill
The legislation asks for an 45_5 whic_h would require
appropriation of $200,000 for
the first fiscal year and
$100,000 fot the second year.
Accidents Down Last Month, KSP Reports
Accidents were down but
motorist assists were up last
month in Calloway Cunty,
according to a report coming
from Richard Wright, public
information officer with
Kentucky State Police, Post I.
KSP investigated 19 ac-
cidents during the month,
which saw record snowfalls
hit this area. State police and
27 motorist assists.
Also in the county during
January, Kentucky State
police issued 19 citations, nine
warnings, arrested-one person
.for driving while intoxicated
• and made two c,inal
arrestS7
In the 11 county area, Sate
police issued 442 citations.
made 238 warnings, logged 490
motorist assists, investigated
269 accidents, arrested 29 for
driving while intoxicated,
made 21 criminal in-
vestigations with 34 criminal
arrest and recovered two
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
February IS. 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 635 Est. 925 Barrows &
Gilts 75 higher Sows steady • 50 higher
US 1-2 200-Z10 lbe $48.25-48.50 few 48 75
US 1-3 200-2401bs 247 75-411 25
US 2-4 240-260 lb e $46 75-4375
US 3-4 260-200 lb( $45 75-46 75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbee 839 0040 00 few 41 00
US 1 2 300-5001 ria 00-39 00 few 40 00
VS 1-2 00-500 lie $410042..00
US / -2 soassr) I tee $47 00-43 00 few 44 .f0
US 2-3 300-50e lbs.. We 00-39.0D
Boars 27.00-3000
stolen vehicles, according to
Wright.
Uniformed personnel
traveled 95,755 miles during
the month.
Wright also pointed Out. that
state police are investigating
reports of non-authorized
solicitation in the area. -An
individual or individuals is
contacting businesses and is
requesting them to take out
ads in a magazine of some
type in the name of the
Kentucky State Police,"
Wright said.
"We're not soliciting any
type of ad campaign or
anything else," Wright said.
Wright saltKSP -OnlYsolic its
for Trooper Island and that is
done by uniformed personnel
with the proper identification.
He said that businesses
contacted by such an in-






Improvement Club' will meet
Monday, February 13, at
seven p.m. at the Douglas
Community Center.
Roger Reed, president,
urges all members and in-
terested persica to attend.
search for new ry, we • • n .
mak'e Ihese same detnands in order not
to get ourselves into situations which
will later cause problems. .
'In discussing industry and
agriculture, my first thoughts turn to
highways and transportation in
general. I am often asked if this con-
cern is  -ittatified My answer is that
--while some concern is justified, the
conclusions drawn often are not.
"You may recall Mark Twain's•
quote, the report of my death was an
exaggeration." That appleis to this
topic. Reports of our problems are often_
greatly exaggerated and frequently,
made with' little of no sense of per-
spective. I recognize the responsibility
we have to securing new industry and
expanding agriculture, bat I also
recognize- our.., responsibilities as,
businessmen to utilizis to the fulleif
what presently exist/
• a-`f.tiet ebe afraid to implement—
one-way street,gto improve traffic flow
within city/ Lot's cut new, roads and
build ne ridges into Murray rather
than working existing roads -and a.-
bri es. Let's think in terms 9f a
.onal airport which would be located
/within twenty miles of the major cities
of West Kentucky, and let's seek ex-
-- bus ..and...rail„services
•
Walter T„ Jacks% Dies At Hospital; Rites Saturday
gra c en;Walter T Jackson, age 83, of farmer and a member of the
Rites Incomplete
Frank W. Adams of Hamlin
and employee of Mack & Mack
Boat Company at Aurora died
Wednesday at 5:30 pm. at the
Vanderbilt Nash._
  HO 'Wei 55 years of 
age and had retired from the
u. S. 41-my after thirty years
of ice.
Adams is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Eulah M.
Adams, Hamlin; three
daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Sue
Lacks, St. Louis, Mo., Mrs.
Ehila Macon, Joliet, Ill., and
Mrs. Shirlee Portson, Terre
Haute, Ind.; one son, Samuel
W. Adams, serving with the U.
S. Marines at San Diego,
Calif.; two brothers, Walter'
Adams, Lincoln, Neb., and
Verner Adams, Marshall. 111.;
ene sister, Mrs. Mary Hem-
mond, Marshall, 111.-; -two
granddaughters.
funeralThe  and burial




The sprinkler system at
Tappan Plant in Murray
extinguish a small blaze,
which apparently started in
some cardboard boxes, and
Kept—It—forth spreading'
Thursday afternoon.
_According to a spokesman
for the Murray Fire Depart-
ment, 'the fire apparently
started in the loading dock
area of the plant in the boxes.
But, the sprinkler system
kicked on, extinguishing the
blaze. Firemen received the
call about 3 p.m. Thursday.
About 20 on and off-duty
_fireman, plus volunteers,
rushed to the scene. Firemen
eventually replaced one
sprinkler head with a new one,
the spokesman said.
An apartment in Murray
Manor Apartments sustained
some damage in a blaze about
2 a.m. Wednesday, according
to the spokesman.
The fire was apparently due
to a short on a range. Firemen
extinguished the fire with a
booster. Brenda Stone oc-
cupies the dwelling, the
spokesman said.
A home occupied by Vadie
Coursey at 633 Riley Courts
sustained some smoke
damage in a 6:30 a.m. blaze
Wednesday. The spokesman
said the fire apparently
started on the stove.
Musical Will
Be At Church
The Youth of the Sinking 
candidates for public office in Spring Baptist Church will
Kentucky to be licensed by a present a special musical
special board, program at the seven p. m.
worship service on Sunday,
Feb. 12, at the church.
"Go Tell Your World" by
Don Marsh is the name of the
musical which deals with the
beauty of life and the urgency
with which persons should
turn their lives over to Jesus,
according to the Rev. Lawson
Williamson, church pastor.
The minister said the
central theme of the musical
is one of struggle between a
completely Christ Commited
Life; and encountered in day
to day living. The public is
invited and urged to attend
this special musical. - The
youth will meet for practice at
two p. m. on Sunday.
Rev. Williamson will speak
at the eleven a. m. service
With James Key, deacon of the
week, assisting in the service.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ, will sing
"Love Lifted Me" at the
morning hour.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Whitney and Mrs. Barbara
Lovins.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m.
— -The church will have a
special Bible Study for all
ages on Wednesday, Thur-
,mjay, and Friday, Feb. 8, 9,
and 10, from seven to nine p.
in, with the Rev. Charles Blair
teaching the book of' Exodus
for the adults.
OU • ree, •aris, n.,
Wednesday at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tn. He was a retired
Rites Here Today
For Mrs. Lawrence
al funeral services for
Mrs. Eva C. Lawrence, widow
of the late Rev. Clarence W.
Lawrence, are being held
today at two p.m. at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
with. burial to follow in the
church cemetery with the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home in
charge of local arrangements.
Services were held at ten
o'clock this morning at the
chapel of the Tapp Funeral
Home, Henderson, with the
Rev. Layman Smith Allan
and the Rev. Howard Branson
officiating.
- Mrs. Lawrence, age 71, died
Wednesday morning at her
home at Henderson. She is
survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Lela ala_ra_worthy, one




brothers, Merritt, E. J., and
Sam Marine; five grand-
children; two great grand-
children.
Wranglers Club Will
Hold Meeting Monday -
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have an important called
meeting on Monday, Feb.
at seven p.m. at the Callaway
County Court House.
James Rogers, president,
urges all members to attend
this meeting as the January
meeting had to be cancelled
due to the snow and important
decisions have to be
discussed.
LAKEDATA -
- Kaitucky Lake 7.a. m. 354.1
Below dam 312.7 down 1.9
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 354.0
down 0.1
Below dam 319.1 down 2.4
Sunset 5 :30; Sunrise 6:15
• I • •
twelve great
The funeral will be held
Saturday at one p. m. at
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tn., with
burial to follow in the Mt. Zion
Cemetery. ..





Mrs. Fannie Lou Rushing of
303 South Fifth Street,
Murray, died this morning at
one o'clock at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Keith Bran-
don. Her deetkiit the age of 76
followed an illness of . three
weeks.
The Murray woman was the
wife of Cordie T. Rushing who
died Nov. 24, 1954, and was a
member of the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church. Born Sept. 24,
1901, she was the daughter of
-the - late Fate Grogan and
Dean Shelton Grogan.
Mrs. Rushing is survived by
her daughter, Mrs. Keith
( Hazel Jean) Brandon, and
her husband, Mr. Brandon, 305
South Fifth Street, Murray;
one son, Tom Rushing and his
wife, Leta, 1401 Henry
Street, Murray; sister-in-law,
Mrs. Thelma Grogan, Hardin
Route One; three grand-
children, Cary Brandon, Lori
Rushing, and LeeAnn
Rushing.
The funeral will be held
,Sunday- at two is m at the
c chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Jerrell White and the Rev. Dr.
H. C. Chiles officiating. Burial
will follow -in the Barnett
Cemetery.
• . ion urc c 1. -
Mr. Jackson -was born Dec.
15, 1894, in Henry County, and
was the son of the late David
Jackson and Elizabeth
Gamlin Jackson. His wife, the
former Ola L. Sykes, died Jan.
23, 1968.
He is survived by two sons,
Brooks Jackson, Route Three,
Pernh---TrL, and William Brent
Jackson Route Two,
Buchanan, To.; two half
sisters, Mrs. Regina Linville,
Coloma, Mich., and Mrs.
Rachel Calloway, Houston,
Tex.; two brothers, Lynn
Jackson, Paris, Tn., and
Taylor Jackson, Puryear,
Tn.; five half brothers,
Wallace of Paris,, Fitztaigh
and /MO, BuCharuin,
Barber of Humboldt, To., and




Mrs. Marshall Paschall of
Farmington Route One died
Thursday at 9:23 p.m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. She was 79 years of
age, and was born Sept. 16,
1898, the daughter of the late
James Robert Jackson and
Eluna Beaman Jackson.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Sam J.
Tackett, Mayfield; two sons,
Harold L. Darnell, Far-
mington Route lane, and.
Jthñea H. Darnell, Belleville,
Ill.; three brothers, 0. W.
Jackson, Belleville, Ill., Leon
Jackson and Paul Jackson,
both of Murray; six grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro.
John Hoover and the Rev.
Harry-- Yates officiating..
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Salem Cemetery
in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
today (Friday).
KING'S DEN






All Winter Suits.  1/2 PRICE
All Winter Pants  1/2 PRICE
All Coats  1/2 PRICE
All Long Sleeve Shirts  1/2 PRICE
All Sweaters ........ 1/2 PR!CE
Jeans. 25% OFF
Many More Sale Items
